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Abstract
Most testing reported in the Ziterature is poorZy designed and executed. The
need for standards to evaZuate equipment against~ and for standardised methods
of testing
Sesting is outZined. Methods of deveZopment for standards are suggested~
suggested.
• T. ropes and reZiabZe test data
daSZ]
characteristics for S.R.T.
A rOview
review of desirabZe d10racteristi:l00
Leads to presentation of a draft sstandard for pub
pubLic
tic discussion.
INTRODUCTION
In a fairly extensive review of the speleological literature worldwide I have
found that random snippets of essentially useless pieces of data, commonly
called "test results", appear frequently. Amongst all the verbiage written on
csuipment desisn
design and testing
tn]ting there is very little
Little which meets' ccceptable
acceptable
equipment
:It:lcdards
t:l:lign and reporting. The vast proportion of
nf "testing"
"testing"
standards of testing design
done by cavers and reported in club newsletters and jjournals
OU:l~cct:l is functionally
tunctionally
meaningless.
cncc~ngless .
Almost every single report examined used a different test metht:lh
method,
SShSerent
different equipment under different conditions, and most frequently was
un:l'epeated. As responsible
r~esponsible speleologists
speleohogiscs concerned about our own and other]
unrepeated.
others'
safety, we need to be more critical of the equipment we use and particularly
how we justify that feeling that "I'm all right, Jack. It won't break while I'm
on it!"
It is relevant at the beginning of this paper to quote comments made by John
tr:lt Australian Sp~leological Federation
Feder:ln1rr (A.S.F.)
F.) conferec:lr
Bosler (1977) at the last
conference:
The development of proper testing procedures shoult
should be the S:l~;ovince
province
of a skilled technician. Too often I hear of testing procedures
which consist
conn
of trking
taking one or two specimens from a large batch and
testing them to destruction
hrrtruction unSrr
under one type of load, in conditions
which barely duplicate the field conditions. Using this scanty data,
sweeping claims are then made about the performance of the entire
batch. This sort of procedure is far from adequate.
A good procedure includes proper sampling techniques and multiple
testing across a wide
1;~dde range of loading conditions,
ronditions, duplicating
sing the
field conditions
contd
as nearly as possible. Where relrcrrS
relevant, mean
urnn values
and standacd
standard deviations should be determined.

WHY TEST?
There are three basic reasons for testing caving equipment.
1.

Development. Almost all equipment progresses from an initial idea to prototype construction, then field and lab9r~tory testing to iron out the bugs,
followed
follt:lrnS occasionally
t:lt1n~nnionally by production if the idrr
idea was good and the tests gave
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satisfactory results. Depending on the nature of the particular equipment,
this development testing is usually to answer questions of the nature of "how"
or "why" it works. There may be several prototypes developed by trial and
error and modified in accordance with test results before an item is considered to be acceptable.
2. Quality control. Once the equipment is in production and is circulated
widely the question arises as to whether the items are all the same. Quality
control testing requires the establishment of a norm or ideal which all items
tested should meet or exceed. Wide divergence from the norm indicates poor
quali ty control and reflects largely on the manufacturer. Large numbers of
items must be tested over a period of time to ensure quality standards are
met and are continuing to be met.
3. Cons tuner testing. Cons tuner testing is usually "one-off" testing, usually
quite independent of the manufacturer, which seeks to determine whether a
given consumer purchasing a given item, can expect that item to meet relevant
standards of performance and, in particular, how it compares with similar
items from different manufacturers. Assuming the testing methods are consistent, reliable, unbiassed and relevant (and that is not always the case), then
consumer testing becomes for the manufacturer, and the constuner, a "luck-ofthe-draw" situation. Manufacturer A may have one in 1000 items which fail to
meet the test standard, while for manufacturer B the ratio might be one in
100. Providing distribution is even, a random sample of one of each item
gives manufacturer A a much better chance of having a "good" item tested than
manufacturer B - but this does not exclude the possibility of getting one of
the few "good" items from B and the rare "poor" one from A. In order for
their products to perform well under this system', then manufacturers must
maintain high quality control or be lucky. From the consumer's point of view,
of course, he wants the lowest chance of getting a "dud" - not only from a
value for money point of view but also, far more importantly, from the point
of view of safety. Consumer test methods are outlined in the International
Standards Organisation (I.S.O.) guide number 12 (I.S.O., 1977).
RELEVANT STANDARDS ARE NEEDED
In order to evaluate caving equipment, we require mutually agreed upon standards of performance before we start any testing program. Standards need to
be very carefully framed. It is of no use to specify performance criteria
which cannot be reliably and reproducibly repeated and it is of little use
to specify tests which are not relevant to the use of the item. There are
currently very few acceptable standards by which caving equipment can be
evaluated. Those that do exist were initially set up for other uses of the
equipment and may not on closer examination be particularly relevant to caving
use. A good standard for caving equipment must take into account conditions
encountered in caves, be it high humidity, intermittent immersion in water or
abrasion from mud as well as the manner in which the equipment is used. By
. now,
now_, most cavers.should
cavers. should be aware of the c;:.l
~lear
ear dif£erepce
dif£eretlce between ropes
designed for Cl~mbing which meet the Union Intel'nat1onale
Intel'natl.onale des
d.es Associat~ons
d'Alpinisme (U.I.A.A.) standard and superficially similar ropes for caving which
do not require high energy absorption and consequent elasticity. Similarly
caving helmets worn by the vast proportion of cavers are designed for industrial
use where a broad rim is useful and where constant abrasion is rare. Your
helmet if tested now would be unlikely to meet the standard it was designed to
meet!
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS AND AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS
As cavers, we need to sit down and prepare our own standards for our own
equipment. There are already some moves in this direction in Britain. The
most logical move would be for the International Union of Speleology (I.U.S.)
to set up a committee and sponsor drafting of relevant standards. This will
probably take years, so A.S.F. should consider looking at its own situation
and get on with the job, before more time and money is wasted in irrelevant,
non-repeatable and scientifically worthless testing programs.
WHAT STANDARDS ARE REQUIRED?
Standards are required for equipment where life is directly endangered. I
would propose as an initial list the following: rope for S.R.T.; descenders;
ascenders; helmets and ladders.
The standards would specify what are the required minimum safety requirements
for strength, durability, age or use-related deterioration, dynamic and
static testing, standard practice in use and methods of testing and reporting
of results.
HOW SHOULD STANDARDS BE DEVELOPED?
Anyone who has had experience with the Standards Association of Australia
(S.A.A.) will tell you that standards are neither easy to write, nor easy to
get agreement upon.
The S.A.A. procedure is to form a committee comprised of all interested
parties - manufacturers, consumers, academics and, if necessary, government.
This committee wrangles its way to a draft standard which is published for
public comment and after all comment has been considered, publishes the
standard in its final form. It should be noted that Australian Standards
thus established by consensus have no weight in law. No-one is compelled to
manufacture to such a standard until required to do so by specific direction
of government or parliament.
DRAFT STANDARDS
In order to stimulate discussion, included here is a review of a number of.
aspects which must be considered in the drafting of standards for caving
equipment.
All standards should include a preamble setting out what the standard is, how
it arose and basic definitions of terms used in it. Then follows specification
of the performance required, the methods to be used to assess the performance
and the manner in which the results should be reported.
If special testing equipment is required, it is usually described in
appendixes. Standards need not be long and involved documents, nor do they
necessarily require extensive and costly testing equipment or procedures.
To illustrate the procedure I will give an example.
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ROPE FOR S.R.T. - REVIEW OF CHARACTERISTICS
,

Many properties of ropes are important for S.R.T. The most important characteristics of an S. R. T. rope are that it be sufficiently strong and have a
low stretch. Other characteristics to consider are type of construction and
abrasion resistance, thermal conductivity, melting and softening temperatures,
shock strength or energy absorption, diameter in relation to handling characteristics, stiffness and effect of environmental factors such as sunlight,
water and common chemical substances which may affect the physical characteristics of the rope.
The ultimate tensile strength of a rope is important since the stronger the
rope the greater the safety factor. It is generally considered that a rope
must be able to sustain a force of at least 10 kN (equivalent to the weight
of 1000 kg) although such a rope would have little in reserve as a safety
factor to account for degradation of physical properties with time. Knots
and abrasions rapidly reduce the strength of a rope - remember it is the
weakest link in the chain that will fail first (Bosler, 1977). Selection of
a rope should be made keeping this is mind. Clearly, then a rope with a
tensile strength of 3000 kg or greater, would give a good safety factor when
knotted and no longer new,as the combination of a knot and ageing can reduce
the rope's strength by over half what it was when new.
Abrasion of a rope can occur when the rope moves and rubs against a rock
surface. Generally the rougher the rock or sharper the edge, the quicker
the rope is damaged. However, it should be noted that abrasion can occur on
quite smooth surfaces (see, for example, Eavis, 1974; Weiner & Sheehan, 1966,
for detailed discussion). The more elastic the rope the more it will stretch
and the more likely rope bounce set up during abseiling or prusiking will
cause severe rope damage due to abrasion. A rope should be retired when the
number of cut strands in ,the sheath reaches 50% (Penberthy, 1972). A rope
for abseiling and prusiking should be judged on how little it will stretch
under a typical bodyweight plus, say, a pack. It is common to quote percentage rope stretch under a load of about 80 kg.
Although an S.R.T. rope is not expected to absorb the energy of a fall, some
small shock loading may occur. Cowlishaw (1978) has suggested that a figure
around 800-1200 J m-I is appropriate, allowing for reduction in energy
absorption with age and use. It should be noted that energy absorption
capacity (E.A.C.) decreases very approximately as the square of the ultimate
tensile strength (U.T.S.). If the U.T.S. is halved then the E.A.C. is only
about one quarter - don't fall on an old rope! In caving, a maximum likely
fall factor is 0.3 and Cowlishaw (1978) suggests that a peak force should not
exceed 6 kN. Limited testing to date suggests that most current S.R.T. ropes
will meet this criterion (see also Hawkins, 1977).
There are two main types of rope construction - laid and "kernmantle".
Laid ropes comprise of strands twisted together, each strand being composed
of many
lUd.uy monoiiiamenL:s
monofilaments or
Ol~- staples twisted
twlsted together.
together-. The
fhe most common
comIHon laid
iaiO L'opes
ropes
used for abseiling are nylon climbing ropes made to BS 3104. These ropes
are generally much more elastic than is desirable for abseiling and have a
tendency to cause spin on freefall drops.
"Kernmantle" is a German word describing 2. rope constructed with a core of
twisted or straight strands surrounded by one or more plaited sheaths.
Depending on the details of construction, a kernmantle rope can be very
elastic or very inelastic. Climbing ropes must take a "leader-fall" under
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dynamic conditions and are des~gned to absorb a lot of energy by stretching.
Kernmantle ropes specifically designed for abseiling and prusiking are quite
different from climbing rope and should not be confused.
Although polyamide (Nylon/Perlon/Grilon)* has a greater elasticity than polyester (Terylene/Dacron)* as a monofilament it is possible to construct very low
stretch kernmantle ropes for abseiling and prusiking. Such ropes should not be
used as a lead-rope for climbing.
The sheath can act solely as protection for the core or it can contribute a
significant proportion of the strength of the rope. From the point of view of
abrasion affecting strength it is obviously better if the core provides the
strength and the sheath provides protection. All ropes should be frequently
inspected for abrasion damage.
Abseiling generates a good deal of heat, the heavier the person the longer the
drop and the faster the abseil the more heat is developed. A rope with a high
thermal capacity and conductivity will absorb heat better than one with lower
capacity and conductivity, but this factor is less important if the rope is wet.
Nylon does absorb a small amount of water, but does not swell and water does not
markedly affect its tensile strength. It will withstand temperatures up to lSOoC
ISOoC
for hours without undue loss of strength.
The diameter of the rope will affect not only its strength (a linear increase
with diameter) but also its hannling
hanrlling and whether it suits commonly used descenders
or ascenders. Too thick a rope is stiff and must be
be fed through the descender,
while too thin a rope does not generate sufficient friction, giving rise to
overly fast abseils - it is also much harder to grab effectively to control the
descent - suitable rope diameters are in the range 10 to 12 mm with an optimum of
11 mm.
nml.
While chemically very stable, nylon is attacked by phenol, cresol and acids. No
foods or drinks and very few household products contain these chemicals in
concentrations high enough to cause damage. The only product of great concern
is battery acid. Polyester (Terylene/Dacron) resistance is good with weak
alkalais and all but hot strong acids. Battery acid has no effect under atmospheric temperatures. The only chemicals of real concern are strong alkalies such
as caustic soda in the concentration found in NiFe cell caving lamps.
From the above discussion it seems desirable to require tests of ultimate
tensile strength, wet and dry elongation under load of 80 kg, energy absorption,
diameter of rope, abrasion resistance, and knottability.
TEST PROCEDURE - PRELIMINARY DRAFT
1.1. All tests unless specified otherwise should take place at 20°C, deviation
to be noted.
1.2 A minimum length of 10 m (?) shall be presented for testing.
1.3 After conditioning at 20°C for at least one hour.

2.1 The diameter of the rope shall be measured with vernier calipers (or a
micrometer?) in at least 10 places along the length of the sample.
2.2 The average of these measurements shall be reported as the diameter and the
maximum deviation noted.
* Alternative brand names for basically the same product.
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3.1 The test length shall be cut in half. One half will be immersed in clean
water (at 20 0 C) for 20 minlXes (?), removed and allowed to drip fer 5 minutes (?).
3.2 Both test lengths to be weighed and mass per unit length (kg/m) and proportion of water absorbed (mass of water / mass of unit length rope) reported.
3.3 The "wet" rope shall be dried until it is within 1% (?) of the mass of the
dry rope.
4.1 Both the ropes shall be tested in the following manner:4.2 Load the rope without impact with 80 kg - maintain the load for 10 minutes.
4.3 Unload - maintain the rope unloaded for 10 minutes.
4.4 Load the rope with 5 kg and mark two reference points one metre apart in
order to measure the elongation.
4.5 Load the rope without impact up to 80 kg total. After 60±5 seconds, measure
the distance between the reference points and calculate the elongation as a
percent (U.I.A.A., 1977).
4.6 The average percentage elongation to be reported.
5.1 In each rope an overhand knot will be formed. The rope to be subjected to
a tension of 10 kg for one minute after which the tension will be reduced and
maintained at 1 vg.
5.2 As long as the tension lasts, it must be impossible to introduce a rod of
a diameter equal to that of the rope into any part whatever of the knot without
forcing it.
5.3 The test with the knot should be made in both directions (U.I.A.A.,1977).
5.4 Penetration of rod to be reported and rope noted to be "stiff".
6.1 The dry rope shall then be cut into three lengths each length to be mounted
in a tensile test jig (Instron or similar machine?). The rope ends to be wound
three times round a 5 cm diameter rod (clamped in the jaws) - see Eavis, 1974
and tied off in a suitable manner.
6.2 The jaws to be expanded slowly until failure occurs and a plot of force
versus extension to be kept.
6.3 The average of the three results for ultimate tensile strength and percent-age extension ,at failure to be reported and total energy absorption per unit
length (kJ/m) and shock strength (J/m) to be calculated and reported (for example,
see Cowlishaw, 1978).
7.1 The "wet" rope (now dry) to be similarly cut into three lengths and each
length to be cyclically loaded with a mass of 30 kg over a steel right angle,
making contact with both faces of the bar (900 angle of contact). A 5 cm stroke
to be used and a suitable cycle rate in the range 1200 - 3000 Hz be maintained
until failure of the sheath for kernmantle ropes or 30% of strands cut for laid
ropes (see Isenhart, 1977).
7.2 Nature of failure and average number of cyc1es to failure to be reported.
CONCLUSION
A far higher quality of testing of caving equipment than has hitherto been the
case is required. A.S.r.
A.S.F. should move to establish carefully considered and well
documented standards against which caving equipment can be evaluated, by rigorous,
repeatable and statistically relevant test methods. Until such time as mutually
agreed upon standards are established we should be very wary of inadequately
carried out "tests" of equipment upon which lives depend.
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A SYSTEMATIC AND MODULAR METHOD
OF SURVEYING AND MAPPING
PETER MATTHEWS*
Victorian Speleological Association

•
Abstract
with incompatible and unwieldY maps caused the search for a better
system. The solution being tried~ and still under development~ is a practiaal
practical
imptementation of the so-called "street directory" method~ perhaps better
called modular mapping.
The system produces
produaes all routine maps as moduLes 200 mm square on A4 sheets~
and at a range of standard scales chosen to suit both the partiaular
particular area and
the type of caves.
aaves. The boundary of each sheet is fi3:ed~ and is determined
strictly from a metric grid standardised on for the area~ and not on the
present wanderings of any cave. The grid is preferably the Australian Map
Grid or close to it~ but may in fact be any grid dsaided
dBaided upon if no A.M.G.
control points can be established in the area. Maps at different scales are
used to enable either a close or an overall view of the caves or the area~
and also to act as key sheets for the next scale do7JJn.
The set of sheets can be thought of as an "atlas" for the area. Each·ne7JJ
Eaah·neb)
survey fills another gap in the overall mosaic. Non-standard maps for
special purposes are still dra7JJn
draLm as required.
~btems

INTRODUCTION

•

This paper deals with a mapping technique which is currently under development and evaluation by the Victorian Speleological Association (V.S.A.). It
was devised and introduced because as club records keeper and cave surveyor
I was most dissatisfied and frustrated with the handling characteristics,
cost, difficulty and incompatibility of existing cave maps and mapping
methods.
.
The basic design of the method was actualiy done in 1972 but then shelved
because of commitments to A.S.F. Documentation and Handbook. However, over
the last few years V.S.A. has been fortunate to have had an influx of members
who were keen on mapping. They were also interested in trying out the new
technique. Its implementation and refinement has therefore now been able to
proceed without making any significant demands on my own time. This surveying and mapping has been ably led by Lloyd Mill and Tom Whitehouse.
A preliminary report is presented at this time to encourage others to try
out the method and hence speed up further development of what we feel promises
to be a most useful technique.
WHY CHANGE?

What is wrong with the existing method anyway?
large map sheets and incompatible maps.

Two things are mainly wrong:

*66 Frogmore Crescent, PARK ORCHARDS, Vic.
Vie.
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Few will deny the following problems with large map sheets.
Handling.
~andli~g . . Opening in a windy paddock; using underground; unfolding and refold1ng;
ing; fighting
f1ghtang a map whose only aim is to roll up agaia;
again; "Clear the whola
whole table
so we can open the map!"
nap!" etc.
lnacing-and-hhaliun
Copying. Large sheets will not fit on ghotocopiers
photocopiers so the tracing-and-dyeline
nopying locations,
locnlinna
method must be used. This restricts the number of possible copying
expensive anywnh
anyway.
particularly free ones, and is quite aahansive
Filing. Tracings should not be folded, so they must be stored either rolled
or flat. Have you tried to find and replace a tracing in a roll of fifty or
more when the sheets are all different sizes and the title block (if any)
could be in any of the four corners? This might even drive you to try flat
filing, but how do you
hOU flat-file at home sheets measuring two metres lonh
long or
more? Whichever way you do it
it, it is likely
Ihely to be a "pain in the neck"
neck",
space consuming and/or costly.
boanl
Drafting. Drafting of large maha
maps usually requires a proper ,tpawing
drawing board
set-up.
Publishing. Large maps are almost unpublishable within the normal budget.
The alternative is a special re-draw to a small size. Photoreduction is
usually unsatisfactory because it makes the lettering unreadable.
Incompatible maps means that although the existing maps of any given area
individually, each tas
has been produced apparently
might be quite good individually
nhhnrently without
any awarenaan
a'aaul t iit
t is usually i:npossible
on a
awareness of th~ others, anh
and as a result
impossible or
great deal of trouble to integrata
uue them in any report,, presentatin?;~A
integrate and use
presentation
or submisslna
submission on the area. The chances are
nre you wilt
will need to draw up a
special set
sel and probably
hu'utably do somn
some actual surveying,
nurveying, and all the while time
is usually very short for the submission. Generally there will be a mix
of scales (all "standard"!). You might be lucky enough to have the entrances
interrelated by a surface survey, but there will probably be no clue as to
the relative orientation of one cave to the other or any cave to the surface
survey: they will probably all show "magnetic" north, but what they mean is
"compass" north,
nan'th and
nnd different compasses can easily differ
diffan by up to ten
degrees. A ten degree , swing at a radius of 1 km gives a positional
hnaitional error
errnn of
about 175 m. This is a long way if you are
ure digging a connection! It is also
very discernable - {even
even on a 1:
1:100 000 map.
nup.
The aim then
then, was a mapping system which was easier to live nith,
with, and which
automatically produced compatible maps.
THE BASIC SCHEME
The main characteristics
btics of the method are:
1.
All the routine mapping for
fon a given area takes the form of an integrated
integooheh
set of map sheets each 200 mm square
equare on an A4 sheet, and arranged together to
form an atlas
hlas for the area.
2.
The boundaries of each map sheet, that is, the ground coverage, are
fixed according to a definite rule, and are determined from an agreed metric
grid for the area. This grid can be any arbitrary metric grid but is
ideally the Australian Map Grid (A.M.G.).
The set of sheets consists of several groups of standard scales arranged
3.
in a hierarchical
hiuaarchical manner'
manner. The smallest scale comes first and consists of a
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single A4 sheet covering the whole area - the "top sheet". Then follow the
other scales in order, finishing with the detail sheets at the largest scale.
The number of different scales chosen, and their values, will depend on the
type of caves and the mapping needs for the particular area. The smaller
scale sheets also act as key sheets for the scale below them, for example,
a complete set might consist of:
a sheet at 1:100 000 which is also a key to
a set at
1:5000
which is also a key to
a set at
1:200.
4.
Because of its modular natune the atlas lends itself to being built up
over ~ period of many years yet is useful right from the start. It can
inherently cope with the fluctuating and random enthusiasm so characteristic
of some caving clubs: each new survey fills one more gap in the overall
mosaic. Maps eventually growing together from different starting points will
automatically match up.
5.
Only the squares which actually have caves or other features on them
get drawn. Conversely, regardless of which way a cave extends, the mapper
routinely starts a new sheet without needing any heart-rending decisions
abou:t'its placement.
6.
Each atlas has a single map number like an area map. Individual sheets
have ~heet numbers according to the coordinates at their bottom left-hand
corner. Cave map numbers within an atlas follow the normal rules (A.S.F.,
1974) •
An example of how the sheets fit together is shown in Fig. 1. Its "highest"
sheet,is 1:5000:
At 1:5000, 1 mm
mrn represents 5000 mm
mrn or 5 m.
,Therefore a 200 mrn
mm sheet represents 200 x 5 m = 1000 m or 1 km.
If we divide this 1 km square into a grid of 5 both ways:
each resultant square represents 1000 ml5
m/5 = 200 m.
If we now expand one of these 200 m squares on to a 200 mm
rom sheet:
1 mrn
mm will represent 1 m or 1000 mm. The scale is therefore 1:1000.
Similarly if we divide this sheet into 5 both ways:
m/5 = 40 m.
each resultant square represents 200 ml5
If we now expand one of these 40 m squares on to a 200 mm
rom sheet:
1 rnm
mm will represent 40 000 mm/200 = 200 mm.
The scale is therefore 1:200.
Each sheet therefore, besides being a map in its own right, is also a
key sheet to the next scale down.
Although this particular example uses a grid factor (ratio of adjacent
scales) of 5 in both cases, the grid factor can in fact range between
2 and 25.
The methoq described is obviously the "street directory" principle talked
about in caving circles for the last ten years or so. All we have done is
establish a clear and practical way of implementing that concept.
well-known maps which use a series of detail sheets with a smaller
scale key sheet are Mullamullang Cave (Hill, 1966) and Mammoth Cave,
" Jenolan (Dunkley & Anderson, 1971). However both these differ in one
importaht respect from the method described here - their detail sheets have
'a
size and location uniquely selected to suit the then current shape and
,
~o

-'~ "

','

\,
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1:1000

1:5000

~
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~I

200 m
200 nun

1:200

I~
Figure 1.

40 m

200 nun

.1

Example of scale relationships.
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extent of the cave being studied, rather than being arrayed in a fixed and
uniform grid.
While this method is more convenient and perfectly reasonable for presenting
their respective cave, it is not very suitable (nor was it intended to be)
for the routine long-term mapping of a whole area; The problems are:
o

future extensions and/or new caves could soow upset the careful initial
placing of the detail sheets.

o

fairly important decisions continually have to be made about the placement of new detail sheets throughout the life of the project. It is
certainly not automatic.

o

it becomes difficult to reference the arbitrarily placed detail sheets
on an overall area basis.

When dealing with a whole area the uniform grid method of map sheets is
better because all decision-making is done at the initiation of the project,
and regardless of any new caves discovered or in what directions any cave
develops:
o

the placement of all new sheets required is automatic and does not
require reference to a central coordinator.

o

key sheets need no special notations on them to define or to reference
lower level detail sheets - their existing grid automatically does this.

o

no constant maintenance of any referencing system is required.

o

adjacent maps always match up if they eventually join.

The only published example of a cave map using the uniform grid approach I
am aware of is Flint Ridge Cave, Kentucky (Brucker & Burns, 1966), now of
course part of the Mammoth Cave System. However that example used geographical coordinates (latitudes and longitudes) for its sheet boundaries, and
hence had to use an additional and independent system for the numbering of
its detail sheets. The detail sheets were 30-second rectangles (about 2400 ft
by 3000 ft) at a scale of 1:3048 (1 cm = 100 ft), while the key sheet was
1:28 800 (1" = 2400 ft).
IMPLEMENTATION
There are two main stages: the initial setting up and routine use.
The initial setting up.

The basic steps are:

1.
Define the limits of the area. Include everything which could ever
possibly be incorporated into the atlas for that area.
2.
Decide on the scale for the top sheet. This should be the largest
standard scale such that the whole area can be fitted on that one sheet.
Standard scales will be found in Anderson,et al.
ale (1978:3). As much or
as little of the A4 sheet as necessary can be used because the boundaries
of the 'top sheet do not have to "obey" any higher sheet, that is, one is
not limited to a 200 mm square. It is useful however if the boundaries
align themselves with boundaries of sheets from the next lower level down.
3.
Decide on the scale for the bottom (cave detail) sheets.
commonly be 1:200.
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4. Decide on the intermediate scales between these two. They should be
chosen both with regard to their usefulness for that area and also should
CD1Tz!&::;nient steps between the key shscts
tach scale shc,alt
cubform convenient
sheets. Each
should be a submultiple of
sf the next higher scale,
ssale, for example, 1:2000
2000 and 11:5000 are not
compatible but 1:
1:2000
200t and 1:10 000 are. The mTDtmum
maximum practicDt
practical difference
between adjacent
acent scales is a factor
tactor of 2t
25. Two examples
c=::;amples of ssts
sets of scales
are:
top sheet

Example 1

Example 2

1:100 000

1:25 000
5 000
1 000
200

5 000
detail
dDtDil sheets

200

If there is
ts also a nsed
need for a scale which is not compatible, for example,
1:10 000 in
tn Example 2 above, then this can be inserted
inccrted in the set as an

auxiliary scale but it will Dat
not form a part of the main key sheet series.
Note that 1:10 000 would be campatible
compatible in Example 1.
5.
Decide on a grid for the area and implement it. The preferred grid
will be the A.M.G. because this is the standard grid, most people are
already familiar with it, and it permits the use of existing official
maps directly as part of the atlas; for example, the Buchan top sheet is
an A4 cut-out from a 1:100 000 map, and its normal 1 km grid represents
1:5000 sheets.
eheets.
However, the decision will ultimately
imately be based on what control points can
be established
ished in thD
the area. "Implementing
ImplementiDh a grid" really just means having
(1) some lermanently
permanently marked tcints
points in the area whose
±'lhase coordinates
coordinalDD relative
to some starting point or origin have been found by surveying and calculation,
and, (2) a permanently marked sighting line for the area to define orientation
(Anderson, 1978:5). Any subsequent cave surveys taking their coordinates
from a nearby one of these control points and their orientation from the
sighting line will automatically be properly located on that area grid.
The control points provide a "higher"
Hhigher" accurate
acnaaa
anlaork
network from which the cave
Dave
surveys are hung, and as such should be established before thn
the actual
drawing of any cave maps. The points can be established by triangulation,
by traversing, or by a combination of both, such as traverses equalised
between accurate triangulated points to establish strings of lesser accuracy
control points.
High accuracy, however, is not essential to this modular mapping technique,
although naturally it produces better results. Surface traverses done
carefully with normal cave surveying instruments are perfectly adequate,
hrovided
provided closed loops are emlloyed
employed as a check
DhDDk and
DDd all
Dll compassDD
compasses TDDd
used are
Dae
corrected to a conunon
common orientation.
Some typicDt
typical situations are:
o

accurate A.M.G. grid and control points
theodolite and
lDints established
establhDtDd by aheodolite
triangulation from
tD'om official
officiah trig stations.

o

approximate A.M.G. grid and control points by using landmarks identifiable on a topographical map.

o

a purely local grid and control points of unknown relationship to the
A.M.G., based on some convenient origin, and using a standardised
magnetic north for orientat
magnelie
orientation.
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If accurate triangulation is being contemplated, a surveying textbook should
be consulted to take advantage of established techniques for ga~n~ng maximum
accuracy out of a given situation. Surveying for field scientists (Pugh, 1975)
is a useful text.
Although a single sighting line with an agreed bearing is enough to define
orientation of the grid, it is not enough to allow calibration and proper
comparison of compasses. Some compass errors, such as pivot offset, are
sinusoidal in nature, that is, the correction required depends on the direction being sighted. Because pivot offset direction will vary between compasses, comparing two compasses only on a single direction of sighting could
give quite misleading results, depending as it does on the phase relationship
between the two sine waves as well as the amplitudes. (We have found correction variations of up to two degrees around a prismatic and one degree around
both our miners dials.)
Compass calibration stations should therefore provide several sighting lines
spaced around the 360 degrees so that the correction-vs-bearing curve can
be plotted and hence some intelligent decision made: one can then see what
the average correction for that compass is, and either apply this average
or apply the right correction per survey leg bearing. Note that reading
both ends of a compass needle and averaging the two will remove the sinusoidal pivot offset error (and also bent-needle error), but in prismatic
and Suunto compasses only one end of the needle is available.
6.

Make up a folder for the atlas with a tab for each selected scale.

7. Prepare the initial version of the top sheet and any 0+her high-level
sheets which depend primarily on existing topographic maps
Routine use.

The basic steps are:

1. ConneCL the cave survey to the surface control. The minimum requirement
is a surface traverse to a control point or other known point. If better
accuracy is required compass corrections should also be obtained, and if
possible the cave survey should be strung between two or more control nnints,
possibly with the aid of radio direction finding (R.D.F.) links. If
calculated coordinate method (as opposed to the protractor and rule method) is
being used, the whole cave should be calculated and equalised at this stage.
2. Mark the start of the survey in the right place on the right detail
sheet. If a new sheet has to be made, see "Setting up new sheets" below.
3. Draft normally, using new detail sheets as required. If the protractor
and rule method is being used any loop equalisations should be done now.
If any of the detail sheets already exist from previous cave surveys,
these existing sheets should be used. Elevations and cross-sections can
be put on the A4 sheets either outside or inside the 200 mm
rom square, or on
auxiliary A4 sheets when necessary (use same sheet number but with dashnumber added). The 70 mm
rom strip between the title and the 200 mm
rom square is
useful for this purpose.
Normal paper can be used unless tracing or stability is specifically required.
V.S.A. is trying out a polyester film with a blue drop-out grid showing
1, 5, 10 and 50 mm. It is not an expensive precision grid however. The
brand is GAF "continuous sectional material" code G3002XC.
4. Transfer the cave silhouette or outline to higher-level sheets if
appropriate. Generally the cave outline can be easily transferred square
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by square by eye. ror examp~~, a 5 m square from a 1:200 sheet (A.S.F. 's
recommended grid interval) is represented by a 5 mm square at 1:1000 and a
1 mm square at 1:5000. Most decent graph papers have 1 mm and 5 mm squares.
5.
Assemble the sheets into numeric order within each scale and insert in
the appropriate place in the atlas.
6.
Register the existence of the new cave map in the club's set of A.S.F.
Map Summary forms.
Setting up new sheets.
Sheet boundaries are determined by dividing the scale by five.
If this is strictly adhered to, all sheet boundaries will line up right
through a set of key sheets.
Scale:

1:5000

l:lOOCJ

1:20u

Sheet boundaries at
every multiple of:

1000 m

200 m

40 m

With 40 or 400 m make sure you get the right multiples, for example:
but

56 300

56 340

56 380

56 420

is wrong

56 320

56 360

56 400

56 440

is right.

If you are using other than 200 mm modules, then the factor to divide by
is found by dividing your module size into one metre.
Grid interval is determined by dividing the sheet width by the number of
times the next lowest scale fits into this scale, for example:
If this sheet is 1:1000 and the next scale down is 1:500, then divide
the 1:1000 sheet into (1000/500 = ) two, both ways.
Strictly, the grid interval is determined by the sheet boundaries of the
next lowest scale down, but for equal-sized modules (all 200 mm) the above
rule holds.
If there are five or less grid lines across a sheet, then additional border
ticks (not grid lines) should be added in accordance with, or as close as
possible to, A.S.F. recommendations (Anderson et al., 1978:6).
Grid lines should be calibrated only in km or in metres as appropriate, and
always including the respective "units" (kmor m) digit.
Sheet numbers are given by the grid reference of the bottom left-hand corner
of the sheet.
The high-order digit is always the 10's of km as is standard with map grid
references, and the number of digits used is the minimum necessary to
distinguish sheets within that scale, that is, the lowest order digit is
the lowest one which changes from sheet to sheet, for example:
Scale

Size

Changes

Sheet number

1:5000
1:1000

1 km sheet
200 m sheet
40 ID sheet

kilometres
lOO's of m
10 's of m

03.29 (3 km E, 29 km N)
034.290
0340.2908

'_: 200

Different scale sheets with a common left-hand corner in any given atlas
are usually distinguishable by the different number of digits, but not
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always. To avoid any possibility of confusion it is best to fill in as a
matter of course the sheet number block in the title like the following
examples (note these would not all be in the one set):

1 km sheet

400 m sheet

200 m sheet

100 m sheet

40 m sheet

03.29

032.296

032.296

032.296

0324.2968

A typical sheet format is shown in Fig. 2. The top margin should be at
least 10 mm to allow for the gripping edge needed in some photocopiers and
multilith machines. Some photocopiers are also a bit vague at the bottom
edge, so at least the remaining 7 rom
mm should be left there. The tit~e strip
shown is intended as a minimum identifier for each sheet - the main title
details, possibly including schedules, should be on a special sheet(s) in
the set. If cutting the sheet from gridded material as mentioned above,
care should be taken to cause the 200 mm square to align with the 50 mm
rom
grid lines on the material. Use the opposite side of the sheet to the
printed grid so that the grid will not be affected by erasures.
OTHER ASPECTS
sub-areas
special-purpose maps
standard cave location series
location security
In some large areas it might be preferred for convenience of working to
handle some sub-areas separately. In this case all the respective sheets
can be extracted from the main atlas and a sub-atlas formed just for that
area, with its own individual top sheet. If the top sheet is not a standard
sheet from the main atlas it should be given its own map number, but all
the lower sheets will retain the original number of the main atlas as they
are still really a part of it. At Buchan, V.S.A. has a separate top sheet
for the Buchan Caves Reserve and surroundings; it is a vertical strip 2 km E-W
by 5 km N-S up the centre of an A4 sheet at a scale of 1:25 000.

If for some specific presentation or submission the sheet boundaries are
inconveniently located or the scale is unsuitable, then there should be no
hesitation in producing a new special map for the purpose, using the standard
sheets for the basis. This new map would have its own new map number. The
modular mapping technique is primarily aimed at routine mapping, and while
it will also satisfy many other mapping requirements it is certainly not
expected to satisfy all.
The 1:5000 series of sheets can be very useful for general cave referencing,
such as for a standard cave location series in an area. The scale is a
convenient one for locations (1 rom
mm = 5 m) and can still accept cave silhou~irl squares
ettes. The sheets are also very identifiable, being the 1 km grid
on official 1:100 000, 1:50 000 and 1:25 000 maps. V.S.A. is at present
transferring the Buchan parish allotment map to these sheets so that fencelines can be used (when they are in the right place!) to help plot cave
locations.

The question of location security is one we have not seriously looked at yet,
although several possibilities come to mind - the use of an arbitrary grid
or the suppression of high-order digits on an A.M.G. grid were mentioned by
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Anderson et al.(1978:5), high-order A.M.G. digits could be replaced by an
arbitrary code letter, the cave locations on V.S.A.'s 1:5000 sheets will
probably be on separate overlays per sheet. This latter method will allow
the 1:5000 sheets to be widely used for various purposes without revealing
locations 'lUlless
unless reqUired. Eyen the very use of many sheets keeps the eggs
in separate baskets.
DISADVANTAGES
1.
The fixed bo~daries can caUse ,a small map to take up several sheets
when it would really fit on one.
2.
Modules 200 mm in size leave only a 5 mm margin at each side of the
sheet. This can cause difficulties in some publications. However it is
not practical to use' any other module size with A4 sheets - key-sheet and
other prpblems are caused.
3.
Another consequence of the 200 mm size is that it is not possible to
have formal sheet overlap; however I suspect overlap is a mythical advantage
anyway on cave maps even if it is valid in street directories.
4.

Drawing a cave at more than one scale is needed.

5.
Some sort of surface control is needed. However this may actually be
an advantage!

.

ADVANTAGES
1.
The scheme provides a definite and simple long-term plan for club
surveyors to work to.
2.
All mapping is compatible.
mission has to be made.

This means minimum delay when any sub-

3.
It permits a rational and consistent presentation regardless of area
size and level of detail required.
4.
Cavers can survey where and when they like, and the results can still
immediately fit into the overall scheme and eventually match up with
adjacent maps - "One more square in the mosaic is filled."
5.

All the A4 advantages:

o

easy handling in the field and at home.

o

easy and cheap filing.

o

easy and cheap photocopying.

o

easy and cheap drafting.

o

easy and cheap publishing.

o

fits on the cheaper computer plotters.

o

fits in typewriters.

6.

Makes infinite-sized wall-maps possible.
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CONCLUSIONS
o

The method does seem to be working.

o

At last we feel we are on top of "the mapping problem".

o

The advantages far outweigh the disadvantages.

o
The method's main strength is in its ability to provide a scheme for
the long-term integrated mapping of a whole area, not just of individual
caves.
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VERTICAL CAVING GEAR IN ACTION
ALAN WARILD*
University of New South Wales Speleological Society

Abstraat
As well
weU as being mentally
mentaUy and physically
physicaUy taxing on individuals~
individuals, any
expedition
e~edition is also the ultimate test of caving
aaving equipment. The ATEA '78
whiah spent two months in the mud of New
NeUJ Guinea's MUller
Muller
expedition which
UJas no exception.
e:caeption.
Plateau was
This paper will
wiU attempt to show some of the weaknesses and strengths of
whiah was
UJaS used on the ATEA '78 expedition.
e~edition.
the gear which
INTRODUCTION
As Equipment Officer for ATEA '78 I was in charge of collecting, choosing
and often resurrecting most of the group caving gear which went to New
Guinea. Actual caving time in the field was about six weeks. Most of the
gear was air-dropped except for easily damaged items such as karabiners and
Jumars, which were either carried in or flown in by helicopter.
1.

GROUP GEAR

Ca)
(a)

ROPES

A huge range of types and lengths of rope were taken, the main reason being
that these were what could be borrowed cost free from people, the only
exceptions being the 600 m of 8 mm polypropylene and the 1000 m of 8 mm
polyethylene "Ski Rope".
Polyester (terylene) ropes
Most of the ropes taken were polyester with a 16 plait sheath and 10 mm or
12 mm in diameter: Marlow 12 mm staple; Marlow 10 mm staple; Kinnears 12 mm
rom
staple; Downs 12 mm staple and Downs 10 mm multifilament (smooth).
Comments. The Marlow 12 mm was too thick for easy prusiking and very heavy
to carry, especially when wet (one person actually complained that it squeaks
when you prusik on it). None of it sustained any damage.
Marlow and Downs 10 mm were generally preferred as exploration ropes because
of
ot their ease of packing. carrying, prusiking ann
a~n low water absorption,
althougn they did make difficult handlines when muddy. The Kinnears 12 mm
spun badly and was very bouncy while the Downs 12 mm was excellent - being a
denser weave it absorbs less water than most 12 mm ropes and also has better
abrasion resistance but some problems with sheath slippage may be encountered
with a new rope. Twelve mm rope was usually used for the long pitches, and
heavy use pitches because of the safety factor. Four ropes were cut on the
expedition. Two were Marlow 10 mm, one was 30 m down a 100 m rope at an
unprotected lip, while the other was on a short handline which was so muddy
that the cut was not detected until the rope was removed and washed.

*Flat 15/2 Mary Street, GLEBE.

N.S.W.
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Nylon ropes
Those taken were: Bluewater
BlueHdeed 11; Bluewater Ill; EzjeErid
Edelrid 10 mm static; Edclrid
Edelrid
Intez~~~3
11 mm dynamic and Interalp
11 ZTzm
mm dynamic, the latter
'leer two beinE
being climbing ropes.
Comments. The Bluewater 11
II had stiffened with age and was extremely
unmanageable, hence hardly used, while the new piece was both stiffer and
heavier than polyester. The Bluewater III was easier to handle and fairly
bouncy (up until the time it was dropped down the doline wall and into the
riverway end
and never seen again!).
! •
The Edelrid static was quite popular
pdpular as short,
sdCdn light "handy rope"
rZTpC for
exploration trips. Abrasion Hcsistance
resistance is
hz excellent although stretch is
astronomical. The two 11 mm elimbing
climbing ropdc
ropes performed well anP
and if they had
less stretch they WOH!
wouldP make excellent
ezecellent pru3z
prusik ropes. A most spectacular rope
cut occurred in a short length of Edelrid 10 mm which was used as a handline.
The sharp and unprotected lip at the top stripped the sheath completely off
for a length of 30 cm.
Float rope
The ropes taken were: Downs 8 mm 8 plait polypropylene;
dene; Downs 12 mm laid
Kinnea3~'e 8 mm 8 plait polyethylene and
polypropylene; Kinnears
dild Millers 12 mm laid
polypropylene.
Comments. The Downs 8 mm was Pought
bought specifically as
dS a handlidc
handline for long
swims and it performed well,, being easy to see and hold althouph
although it abraded
very easily and in one instance actually cut in two on a sharp rock in the
streamway. The polyethylene was cheap and abrasion-resistant but very
slippery and had to be used at least double thickness on handlines. It is
also hard to hold when swimming but makes excellent clotheslines.
(b) RIGGING GEAR

Karabiners
deC~e taken, all aluminium
dmldlum alloy and 75 of edem
One hundred and thirty four were
them
with locking gates. Most were Hiatt small Ds with a 2000 kg rating. dde
The
rest were survivors from previous expeditions. There were no problems
encountered except for mud clogging up the gates and making them hard to open.
For some reason the locking krabs were more prone to this than the non-locking
ones. The loss rate was quite low. Of the 100 new Hiatts taken (50 locking,
50 non-locking), 52 locking and 45 non-lockingkrabs returned. On arrival in
Sydney, 50% of 10ckinE
locking krabs and
ddd 30% of nddnon-locking krabs were jammed, but
dut a
work with Wddd
WD40 (penetrating
dCdcnrating oil
oil) returned them all td
to as-new condition.
few hours mork

Bolts*
TerridT self-drilling
dT'illing expansion anchors
uHchors in sizes
sien3z
About 120 Ramset Terrier
and both Flush End and Snap Off styles were taken. Bolts for the
were ~"
\" and %" by %" long hi-tensile steel and brackets of 4 mm
grade aluminium. Some 2~" x \"
~" Dynabolts and drills to suit were
soft rock but were not needed (Plate 1).
1

Comments.

~" and

%"

anchors
structural
taken for

The bolting system was tested at Bungonia by two methods.

(i) Rippind
dh3z", out
uul with a car.
car ~ In all cases the ~" bolts snapped
Ripping them
enapped off flush
with the andhHd
dlddHugh the car (Toyota Corona) necddd
anchor although
needed a 2 m+ running start
to do it. The~" bolts
dddts could ndd
not be removed
HdLHdved from a standing start.
ctart. The %"
holts
bolts could not be removed
unmoved with a 4'm+ running start and the driver was
unwilling to try harder.

*Expansion anchors have been used for many years in U.S.A., U.K. and Europe.
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(ii) Slowly pulling them out with an hydraulic Porta-Power. Only \" bolts
were tested and in all cases they failed when the casing snapped where it
protruded above the rock surface. The weakest bolt failed at 1100 lbs. The
brackets survived undamaged and were later found to break at 2000 Ibs although
a steel keyhole bracket distorted severely under load.
In practice, people did not like the look of the snap-offs, so did not use
them. Of the 15 bolts placed, there was only one failure and that was where
the rock into which the anchor was being put broke in half. Because our
brackets turned out to be 4 rom
mm instead of 6 mm,
rom, the \" by ~" bolts were
slightly too long for the anchors and so poked out too far giving the bracket
a slight amount of leverage on the bolt. Otherwise the bolting system seemed
perfect, with \" for exploration, aid climbing and retreating and %" for
heavy use pitches.

Plate 1.
Shown are a

Terrier expansion bolt system.

%"

Snap Off anchor, driver and tapered drift, %" bolt and bracket,
and a 1/4" Flush End anchor on driver plus bolt.

Pitons and chocks
Most of the pitons were Chouinard with some Clog and Hiatt models as well.
All the chocks were Chouinard. Pitons ranged from the smallest angles and
short knifeblades through to a few bongs of various sizes, and nearly two
full sets of leepers.
Comments. As expected, the most popular pegs were the small to medium
angles, long angles and leepers. The chocks were of limited use, rarely
carried and although handy for climbing they were certainly not necessary.
As for "bad" pegs, two "popped" under load because of bad placement, one came
loose and nearly fell out for the same reason and one small Hiatt angle
actually snapped across the axis about 3 cm from the tip while under load.
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•

Tape and traces

•

Fifty metres of 5 cm wide and
an4 50 m of 2.5 em
cm wide nylon seatbelt
seatbe1t tape was
taken. The 50 wire traces with thimbles in each end to take krabs were in
two sizes (1.5 m and 3 m) and were of 6 mm galvanised
ga1vanised wire rope with aluminium
swages.
Comments. The tape was very popular, especially amongst those who had
forgotten waist loops, prusik rigs etc. The 2.5 cm tape was so popular that
almost none was left for rigging. The' traces were a little thick at 6 mm
which made them heavier to carry but at least people were confident in them
(unlike a few of the 3 mm and 4 mm ones around). Both lengths were handy but
the 3 m ones were definitely the most useful. The thimbles could have been
larger such that the screw gate of a krab could pass through them.
Rope protectors
Eighty-one of the Jerry Protector design were taken. They were made of Agrifab, a heavy P.V.C. coated terylene. Thirty~r so split hose protectors were
taken on the off-chance that all of
the Jerry
J~Protectors
Protectors were lost or used.
';
~
'!"

~::rr::!-.
~~'(:..~.

';

Comments. About 50 rope protectors were used and there were
to pro'tector failure although at least one had a hole rubbed
In very muddy areas the velcro became clogged and protectors
by hessian sacks. The plastic hose protectors were burnt in
carrying them out. Only four cloth protectors were lost.

no problems due
right through it.
were replaced
preference to

(c) ROPE PACKS

Thirteen group and seyeral personal rope packs were taken, all made of Agrifab and in two, basic designs. They were typically small, simple sacks 25cm
25 cm
in diameter and 50 to 60 cm long with standard design shoulder straps and
drawstring tops. The newer ones also had an extra drawstring closing throat,
and all packs had paired 1" tape hauling tabs on the top. All performed well,
but the olaer design with straps toW~ds-1.,
toW~ds-l., ~ fron't weI'e eaSIer 'to carry
c'arry at
the expensF of having corners on th~bottom which tended to wear through faster
than the new models with theirroimded
thei~roimded bottoms.!A
bottoms • .>A slightly worse-for-wear
version of the new design is shown in Plate 2. '
2. PERSONAL GEAR
(a) DESCENDERS

The choice of descenders was restricted to Whaletails
Whaletai1s - both machined and cast,
and a wide variety of Rappel Racks. In most cases wear was considerable with
some whaletails
whale tails being worn down to the centre-screw and many brake-bars being
thrown away as useless. It is interesting to note that very little vertical
work was done, and had the caves been vertical instead of horizontal the wear
on descenders would have been quite a problem. The only device that did not
wear excess i vely
ve1y was the author's rack which had steel bars (3/
(3fa."
.. " waterpipe in
fact) instead of th:
th~ usual aluminium.
(b) ASCENDERS

Types used were:

..

Ju~rs;

Cloggers;
C1oggers; Gibbs and Petzel.

Jumars were by far the most popular and worked
ropes when one had to push upwards on the cams
that a smooth multi-filament rope was slightly
ataple
atap1e (furry) ropes. Wear on Jumar teeth was
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quite well except on very muddy
to gain any grip. It was found
better than either thick or thin
noticeable but not excessive.
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•

Plate 2.

Warild design cave sack.

Note drawstring closing top and throat with cordgrips and hauling loops (with
krab in one).
Cloggers were used almost exclusively by the few British cavers on the trip,
their theory being that Cloggers are more robust than Jumars and could handle
much more abuse. The availability of cheap factory seconds in Britain also
may have had something to do with the choice of Cloggers. Despite their low
cost, Cloggers had many disadvantages: they suffered from worse slip on muddy
ropes than Jumars and were prone to jamming when they were supposed to be
sliding up the rope, not to mention the handling problems associated with
getting them on and off the rope.
Gibbs ascenders were used by a few, and then only rarely. They were unsurpassed on the muddiest of ropes but because of their intricate design they
were quite difficult to assemble in the sticky mud and generally proved to be
a slower but safer alternative.
Petzels were used by very few people. Although they were quite easy to get
on and off the rope, they seemed to suffer the same slip/jam problem as the
Cloggers.
(c) LIGHTING

Small brass carbide lamps were the usual form of underground lighting •.
• . Many
problems were encountered after filling them with muddy water. A useful
modification was to replace the inadequate felt filter with a piece of Scotch-
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Plate 3.

Rothery converted lead/acid.

Shown are six of the twelve C cells in place in PVC holders, and alligator clip
for connection to each "half" of battery.
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brite plastic scourer. Some lamps had their mounting bracket~ ~ . ok en off
after too many collisions with the roof of caves but these were easily fiked
with a large pipeclamp.
Electric lighting was a much more complex problem than those associated with
even the worst carbide lamp. Almost everybody used the Dave Rothery converted
miners lights. These have had the original lead/acid plates removed and
replaced with twelve C cells stacked in four rows of three in series (Plate 3).
Additionally, the cells were wired into two groups SUCH that only si.x can be
used at any ope time, gi~ing a reserve supply of the other six cel~s. The
main beam bulb was replaced by a 3.6 volt bulb which gave adequate light for
much longer than the standard bulb. These lamps performed extremely well
under the conditions but they were high maintenance units and had to be
dried out and often repaired between trips. Two other types of
electric light were used. Julia James had a perspex battery case containing
nine D cells (three rows of three in series) which worked well except when
the cells jammed because the case was too tight. The author"s unit consisted
of three D cells in series, crammed into a P.V.C. junction box to make a light
compact unit which was not as cumbersome as the other lighting systems. Apart
from one minor short circiut it performed perfectly. Both the James and the
Warild lights used standard lead/acid headpieces and bulbs.
CONCLUSION
ATEA '78 was not as technically difficult as expected, but it did give some
of the equipment a hard time. Had the Atea been a deep vertical system many
people may have had their g9ar dangerously worn.
Nevertheless, the basic trends of gear destruction were the same and expedition
members were saved from masty moments which pushi'r"" equipment to the limit can
cause.
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SEISMIC CAVE DETECTION MADE SIMPLE
PETER D. ROBERTSON*
Victorian Speleological Association
Abs~t

Describes a practical method of cqvedetection using simple seismic ,methods
and equipment. InVestigations have proved that the equipTl'lSnt deve'tiJped
recently and used by the author tUiU detect caves in various types of limestone. It has in many cases indicated passage tUidths and position
accurately and ~ith further investigation it may be possibte to caLculate
depth as ~e n.
Seismology is the study of sound or shock waves in the earth's surface and
this paper looks at how these sound waves, when used in a systematic way,
can be used to detect the presence of caveS.
Several years ago a friend who has a property in South Australia found, after
a day of ploughing, that he had picked up a number of geophones in the plough
and so he tossed th~ into a shed for safe-keeping. Some time later while
discussing caving with him, he mentioned the geophones and:said I coUld have
them to e~erimentwith.
The first experiment was to connect them to my Hi'Fi amplifier and then to
listen to people walking down the street; amusing, but not the way to find
caves.
The second experiment was· more scientific. A storage cathode ray oscilloscope (C.R.O.) was' connected this time, and recordings were made of a house
brick hitting the ground (Fig. 1). This is all a bit meaningless to an un~
trained person and anyway what caver would want to carry a thing the size of
a C.R.O. all 'over the cQuntryside?
About two months ago I came across an article in a sales brochure on seismic
equipment, titled Seismic surveying made simple and included was a sketch
indicating that by timirus shock waves through the ground from different points
it was possible todeterlnine the rock type and the depth of each stratum.
This then gave me theclile on how caves might be able to be detected (Fig. 2).
The principle of operatiG>TI is this. . When a shock wave is "injected" into
the ground from, say, a l'tammer blow it radiates out in all directions and
three important waves are! produced. They are:
(1) compression wave known as the P wave, whose motion is a push-pull one;
(2) shear wave known as the S wave, whose motion is a sideways shake; and
(3) Rayleigh or surface wave. whose motion is a combination of (1) and (2)
(L.lE,. 3).
It~::; LIlt: r wave that is most used in seismic work.
t\Sl:nese waves
radiate out from the point of impact they tend to take three different paths,
being:
(1) direct path;
(2) reflected path;. and
(3) refracted path (Fig. 4).

*134 Fordham Avenue, CAMBERWELL,

Vie.
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Fig. 1.

Tracing taken from the output of a feopfone.
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Another characteristic of the ground is that the more dense the soil or rock,
the faster the shock wave will travel, for example:
(1) if the top soil is soft then the shock wave travels slowly;
(2) if in clay and sandstone the shock wave will be faster; and
(3) if in solid rock the shock wave will be very fast.
To measure the speed of sound through the ground, three pieces of equipment
are required (Fig. 5):
(1) an electronic stop watch reading in milliseconds (ms).
(2) a hanuner
hammer fitted with an "ON" impact switch.
(3) a geophone which is virtually a sensitive microphone connected to a highgain amplifier driving an "OFF" switch.
The principle of operation is that when the hammer strikes the ground the
impact switch closes,and starts the timer. The shock waves then travel through
the ground and as they pass the geophon~ the signals are picked up, amplified
and the timer is stopped. A digital reAdout
re&dout indicates the time in milliseconds
that has elapsed.
I will now describe how a seismic survey is conducted to obtain useful information suitable for interpreting what lies below (Fig. 6a).
The first thing to do is to layout a tape measure over the line you want the
survey to run. The geophone is then pUBhed
pulhed into the ground at the zero end
of the tape and connected to the timer. The lead to the hammer switch is also
connected. Using at least two people, one using the hammer the other reading
and plotting the results, the survey cafi commence. Using graph paper with the
vertical scale indicating time, 1 cm = 5. ms and horizontal scale indicating
distance 1 cm = 2 m, plot the times as they are indicated on the timer, for
each station. At least three readings Should
should be taken at each station and
averaged before plotting, as false signals are recieved at times, for example,
wind noise or someone moving. These errors are usually large and very random.
True signals are always within 1 to 2 mS of each other.
Starting the survey at say, the 2 m poifit, record the time. Then move on to
4 m and record the time again. .Continue this until the survey is completed
over the whole line. On examination of the results, it will be seen that the
line will be straight for a number of plots but then will tilt or level slightly (Fig. 6a). This indicates a change in the velocity as the shock wave gets
out of the top soil and into a more dense subsurface stratum and increases
velocity. Another tilt further on in the survey indicates an even deeper and
denser stratum has been detected.
The plot in Fig. 6ais what may be obtained in most general surveys provided it
is not cave country.

f

Dl

!-~~-/---!-~~-+---Fig. 4.

V2
Refracted Path
Illustrates the direct, reflected, and refracted paths.
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Illustrates the three pieces of equipment required.
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If we know the rock strata to be generally level then by using the following
formulae it is possible to determine the depth to each stratum (Fig. 6a & 6b).

=

(1)

=

(2)

where

O. 8D l+.f.2

2

Dl

=

thickness of first layer

D2

=

thickness of layer 2 plus preceding layer

V1

= true velocity in metres per second (m s -1) of first layer

V2

Cl

=
=
=

C2

=

Vs

true velocity in m S-1 of second layer
true velocity in m s-l of third layer
critical distance from geophone to first change in slope of
time-distance graph
critical distance from geophone to second change in slope of
time-distance graph.

Figure 6b.

Numbering of layers for depth and velocity.

Now consider Figure 7. Suppose we insert a cave in our traverse line and
carry out the same experiment. Everything will be normal until we start
passing over the cave, and what will happen then? Confusion? That's right!
Three things may happen:
(1) no signal will get back as it is absorbed by the cave;
(2) the signal will have to travel around the cave therefore giving a longer
delay;
(3) only the surface wave will return, also giving a longer delay.
In all cases an anomaly will show. If we continue on past the cave, our
original curve will follow on again but with some modification - usually a
loss of range.
This was the theory on which I decided to design and build the seismic cave
detector. Some of the results that have been obtained in practice over known
caves in different types of limestone are given below with some annotation.
Figure 8. This was the very first plot done over a cave passage. The cave
was in Buchan limestone (mid-Devonian; Exponential Cave) and the passage was
accurately known as an R.D.F. survey point had been installed on the surface.
The cave anomaly stands out very well. The depth to the cave would be about
6-7 m.
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Figure 9. This plot was over a much deeper passage of a cave in the same
area (Honeycomb Cave). Again the passage stands out clearly.
This seemed to prove the system would work. The next thing to do was to
collect as many results over known caves in different limestones as possible
and see what could be interpreted from them.

Figure
across

10.
a 60

Figure 11.

This plot indicates the results obtained when a survey was done
m shaft (Jam Pot, Buchan).
This is the plot on a hillside containing no known caves (Buchan).

Figure 12a.
l2a. This is the plot taken between two sinkholes. A portion of the
graph is missing, indicating that no signals could be received.
Figure 12b.
the missing section by moving the
l2b. This is a closer look at ,the
geophone up to the 28 m point and doing the survey again. Note the extra
detail.

Figure 13. This is a survey done over a cave in South Australia (Robertson
Cave, Tertiary limestone). A plot was done in two directions using the same
seen, the
hammer points but moving the geophone to th~ other end. As can be 'seen,
cave anomaly can only be seen in one direction. This was probably caused by
the fact that a new hammerman took over and was not hitting as hard as the
first more experienced person. This only seems to be a problem with the
Naracoorte limestone'as
limestone as the caves there have a hard capping over them.
Figure 14. This plot is a two-directional plot (over Blackberry Cave,
Naracoorte) and this time a mean is plotted of the two curves thus producing
a straight line plot with only the anomaly standing out.
Figure 15. This plot was done in dune limestone at Bat Ridges, Portland,
Victoria. The cave was located 13 m down and on the plot is a cross-section
of the cave accurately positioned using an R.D.F. point.
Figure 16. This plot was done over Nannup Cave, Witchcliffe, Western Australia in eolian calcarenite. The cave was located 20 m below and ~ccurately
accurately
positioned using R.D.F. equipment. Notice the dip in the plot over
ove~ the cave.
It was,
was found on entering the cave that a column about 2.5 m in diameter had
been resolved in the seismic survey.
I think I have given enough illustrations to prove that the method and equipment works. In the next few months, I intend to conduct many more tests in an
effort to build up a library of reference graphs.
ip fact the
From what has been done so far, it seems clear that the anomaly is in
surface (Rayleigh) wave taking over control of the equipment as the hammer
blows pass over the cave, and the deeper faster shock waves are attenuated by
the cave to the point where they are no longer received. This is also borne
out by the fact that quite often as the survey passes over the actual inte~
face between solid rock and a cave it is very hard to get three consistent
readings, but the next point on will be satisfactory.

It has also been found that the distance between hammer points is important,
particularly if narrow passages may be present. Using, say, a 6 m spacing
between hammer stations, it is possible to completely miss a 2 m passage. It
seems the signals are very directional. Refer back to Figure 16: seeing the
column proves this.'
this.
On several surveys, points have been reached where all return signals have
been lost and only by moving the hammer station about, have returns been
possible. This feature has been used to determine'the
determine the size of chambers.
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Another ieature that stands out is that whenever a cave passage cross-section
has been plotted in below the seismic survey results (Fig. 15) an offset to
the right occurs. It might be possible to use this error as a means of
determining depth.
By taking two or more plots over a passage but spacing them, say, 30 m apart,
it is possible to determine the direction the passage runs. Taking this
further as we have already done, a full grid was done over an area and the
results fed into a computer which in turn produced a three dimensional contourtype plot of the cave.
Finally, the main functions I can see the seismic cave detector performing
could be determining the extent of a known cave system from the surface, and
being able to evaluate the resources of caves in an area where as yet no
entrances have been exposed.
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This plot was between two sinkholes.
This is a closer look at the missing section.
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CAVE-DWELLING DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS OF AUSTRALIA AND PAPUA NEW GUINEA
PETER IKIN;~
Sydney University Speleological Society
Abstract
Three famiZies of decapod crustaceans are represented in the cave faunas of
AustraZia and Papua New Guinea. One famiZy, the SundatheZphusidae, occurs
in caves in both countries while the remaining two families are recorded
from the AustraZian cave fauna. The distribution of the !amiZies in the
region is 'compared with the distribution of karst areas. The Australian
cave decapod fauna is compared with the much better documented American
cave fauna. Some hypotheses are advanced to explain the evolution of this
element of the Australian cave fauna.
INTRODUCTION
The Order Decapoda includes the large commonly known crustaceans such as
prawns, lobsters, crayfish and crabs. It is the largest order of crustaceans
with well over eight thousand species (Chace, 1951). The group is mainly
marine in habitat but several families are restricted to freshwater and a
few others have some species which pass through their entire life cycle in
freshwater. It is these freshwater groups which are of the greatest interest
_ from the biospeleological point of view as they include by far the greatest
proportion of decapods found in caves. Marine decapods are rarely found in
caves (Holthuis, 1956; Vandel, 1965). Land crabs of the Family Gecarcinidae
have been found in some caves in the West Indies (Peck, 1975; Hobbs, Hobbs &
Daniel, 1977). Freshwater decapods found in caves include shrimps, prawns,
crayfish and crabs.
Representatives of fifteen families of decapods have been found in ~aves
containing freshwater (Table 1). They have been found on all continents
(except Antarctica) and a number of islands including Cuba and New Guinea.
They cover the entire spectrum of adaptation to the spelean environment
from accidental occurrences to troglobites. Of the fifteen families, four
have representatives which pass their entire life cycle in the freshwaters
of Australia and Papua New Guinea. They are the Palaemonidae, Atyidae,
Parastacidae, and Sundathelphusidae. Of these families, the last three have
been found in Australian caves while the Sundathelphusidae is the only family
so far known to occur in caves in Papua New Guinea.
CAVERNICOLOUS DECAPODS OF AUSTRALIA AND PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Order Decapoda
Suborder Pleocyemata
Infraorder Car idea
Family Atyidae

This family has over one hundred species and is very widely distributed
(Kaestner, 1970). It includes at least twenty-six troglobites (Williams, 1964;

*School of Zoology, University of New South Wales, KENSINGTON,
N.S.W~
N. S. W.
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Table 1
Decapod families with freshwater* cave-dwelling members
DISTRIBUTION

FAMILY
Atyidae

}
}

Alpheidae
Palaemonidae
Cambaridae
Astacidae
Parastacidae
Aeglidae

shrimps
and
prawns

crayfish

FW only
FW + marine
FW + marine
FW only
FW only
FW only

"crabs"

FW only

Pseudothelphusidae

FW only

Potamocarcinidae

FW only

Potamonautidae

FW only
FW only

Gecarcinucidae
crabs

Potamidae

FW only

Parathelphusidae

FW only

Sundathelphusidae

FW only
FW + marine

Grapsidae

*"freshwater" as used here includes slightly brackish
and semiterrestrial habitats.
Monod, 1975). This high proportion of troglobitic species is regarded as a
sign of the great age of the family (Carpenter, 1977). In Australia,the
family is represented by six genera and about fifteen species (Riek, 1953;
Bishop, 1967; Williams, 1977). These species range in distribution from
North West Cape in Western Australia to Tasmania. Most species are found
in the eastern states. Species from four genera have been collected from
Australian caves while a fifth genus may have one subterranean species.
Atyids are commonly referred to as shrimps.
Atyids

Atya. This genus is very widely distributed and has one species in Australia.
Atya strioZata occurs in coastal streams from southern Queensland to southern
New South Wales. It has been recorded as a "facultative troglobe" from
Gloucester Caves in New South Wales (Bishop, 1967). This classification
implies that this species is a first level troglophile in the system of
Hamilton-Smith (1967). Other species of Atya have been found in caves overseas (Peck, 1975).

Caridina. This is another widely distributed genus, with several species
reported from caves in other countries (Holthuis, 1956). There are seven
Australian species ranging from the vicinity of Darwin down to south-eastern
New South Wales (Bishop, 1967). Caridina thermophiZa is known only from the
waters of a borel drain near Muttaburra in central Queensland (Riek, 1953).
Although the species exhibits no morphological adaptations to the subterranean
environment, it is possible that it occurs in artesian waters (Williams, 1964).
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Paratya.

The genus is found :n the eastern Pacific area from Siberia tG New
Zealand (Carpenter, 1977). fhere appears to be only one Australian species
but it exhibits some morphological variability (Williarns, 1977). Paratya
aU8traZiensi8 occurs in the eastern coastal regions of Queensland, southeastern Australia and Tasmania. Its occurrence in caves is restricted to a
small area in Victoria. It is recorded from Moon Cave, Buchan and Cave M-35,
Murrindal (Hamilton-Smith, 1967). The New Zealand species P. curvirostri8
has also been found in caves (Williams, 1964). It seems probaple that both
species are first level troglophiles.

Pari8ia.

This genus demonstrates a remarkable disjunct distribution with
one species in Zanzibar, three in Madagascar and two in Australia (Holthuis,
1956; Williams, 1964; Gordon & Monod, 1968). All six species are troglobites,
and all are known from a single type locality. The two Australian species
are PariBia ungui8 and P. graciZi8. The only recorded locality for both
species is Brennon's Brook in Sixteen Mile Cave near Katherine in the Northern Terri to!'"' (l,J'U,liarns. 19RU,). :';""ennon' s Brook is about ninety metres
below the surface and only eight metres of the brook is accessible. In both
species, the eyes are reduced and lacking in pigment (Williams, 1964).

Stygiocari8.

This is the only at yid genus known to occur in Western Australia, and it is endemic to that state (Bishop, 1967). There are two species Stygiocari8 Zancifera and S. 8tyZifera. They are known only from the slightly
brackish waters found below the coastal limestone platform of North West Cape
(Holthuis, 1960). Both species are recorded from the western side of the
peninsula in various wells and waterholes on Yardie Creek station (Holthuis,
1960; Mees, 1962). In addition, Stygiocaris 8tyZifera has been found in
Kubura Well on the eastern coastal platform (Cawthorn, 1963). Neither of the
two species has been found in the caves of the intervening Cape Range which
is generally lacking in water (Cawthorn, 1963). Both species are classified
as troglobites. They possess strongly reduced, unpigmented eyes. These
species are closely related to TyphZopat8a pauZiani which is known only from
Mitoho Cave in Madagascar (Holthuis, 1956, 1960).
Infraorder Astacidae
Family Parastacidae
The Parastacidae are the southern hemisphere crayfish. There are some one
hundred and twenty species (Hobbs, 1974a). They are found in South America,
Madagascar, New Guinea, New Zealand and Australia (Riek, 1969). Of the
fourteen genera, only Cherax is shared between two of these areas. It is
found in Australia and New Guinea. This high degree of endemicity is regarded
as a sign of the antiquity of the family despite the lack of pre-Pleistocene
fossil material (Hobbs, 1974a; Carpenter, 1977). The family reaches its
greatest diversity in Australia which contains about eighty percent of the
currently recognised species (Hobbs,1974a). Species are found in all Australian states although the majority occur in the eastern states. The family
is poorly represented in the western half of the continent with the exception
of the south-western corner where there are eleven species, all of which are
endemic to that area (Riek, 1967).

The only recorded cave localities for this family are in Australia. They have
been recorded from caves in both eastern Australia and the south-western corner
(Hamilton-Smith, 1967). There is, at present, no published information on the
biology of the species inhabiting the eastern caves. They are regarded as accidental occurrences only (Hamilton-Smith, 1967). Euastacus
Eua8tacu8 8pino8u8
spinosus has been observed on several occasions in River Cave in the Windy Gap area near Kempsey during
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field work by G.D. Campbell. This species shows no obvious adaptation to
the cave habitat. The crayfish found in Western Australian caves have
received more attention but again, there is very little in the way of published work. The crayfish found in these caves are of the genus Cherax
(Hamilton-Smith, 1967). Research by Muir has indicated that the cave populations are isolated and they have achieved some degree of physiological
adaptation to the subterranean environment (Hamilton-Smith, 1967). These
animals are regarded as first level troglophiles and are presumably conspecific with the surface forms in the area. Certainly, there is a large
amount of work yet to be done on the crayfish in Australian caves.
Infraorder Brachyura
Family Sundathelphusidae
As defined by Bott (1969), this family consists of some thirty-seven species
which range from Sri Lanka to Fiji (Bott, 1970, 1974). The family does not
occur on the Asian mainland. The fifteen species recognised by Bott from
Australia and New Guinea are placed in three genera - Rouxana, GeeZvinkia
and HoZthui~ana. The first two genera are endemic to New Guinea while
HoZthuisana is found in Australia and Fiji as well. Although these crabs
are commonly referred to as freshwater animals, many of the species are
semiterrestrial in their habits (Bott, 1972; Greenaway & MacMillen, 1978).
The records listed below are the first for crabs of this family from caves.
The only other crab known to pass its life cycle in freshwater in either of
the two countries is the crab HaZioaroinus Zaoustris from the largely marine
family Hymenosomatidae. It occurs in south-eastern Australia, Lord Howe
Island, Norfolk Island and New Zealand but has not been recorded from caves
(Walker, 1969).

HoZthuisana.

This genus has been divided into two subgenera by Bott (1969).
The subgenus HoZthuisana is restricted to New Guinea while AustrotheZphusa
is said to occur in Australia and Fiji (Bott, 1970). An analysis of specimens,
both in the field and in museums, has indicated that Bishop (1963) has more
accurately analysed the taxonomy of the Australian species than has Bott.
Thus, it appears that there are six or seven species. Further specimens are
required from Cape York to clarify the situation. In Australia, most of the
species are restricted to Cape York but one species does not occur there.
HoZthuisana transversa is widely distributed on the continent being found in
all mainland states with the exception of Victoria. There is no overlap with
HaZiaarainus Zaaustris. Four specimens of H. transversa have been collected
from Niggle Cave near Camooweal in north-west Queensland. These specimens
are held in the Queensland Museum - specimen no. 3179. The animals were
collected from burrows near the permanent ~akes within the cave. The burrows
were in mud with the entrances built up above the surface of the mud. This is
the characteristic burrow entrance found in the surface-dwelling specimens of
H. transversa. In this species, the young hatch from eggs as small crabs which
are retained by the female for sometime in the pouch formed by the abdomen and
pleopods beneath the thoracic sternites. The female collected from Niggle Cave
was found to have young in this pouch. There is no information available on the
distribution of this species within the cave. The specimens exhibit no morphological differences from epigean examples of this species. H. transversa can
therefore be considered to be a first level troglophile.
Genus unknown. The biologists on the 1978 expedition to the Atea Kananda
region of· the Muller Ranges in Papua New Guinea collected several crabs of a
species which ~s referable to the family Sundathelphusidae. However, the
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species cannot be placed in any of the currently recognised genera of the
family. Work is currently being carried out to describe this species in
relation to those already described by Bott (1974) from New Guinea. The
crabs were observed in several areas within the extensive Atea Kananda system
including regions at some considerable distance from the surface. They were
found both in and out of water. Some specimens were found on the surface
near the entrance to the cave suggesting that the animal may be distributed
in surface waters also. The crabs were also collected from a cave in the
nearby Mamo area. The specimens display considerable morphological adaptation
to the subterranean environment in comparison to the Australian species,
H. transversa. There"is a considerable elongation of the walking legs
relative to the carapace width. There is also a reduction of the pigmented
area of the eyes. In some specimens, there also seems to be a shortening
of the eyestalks. On the basis of these observations, it seems that the
species should be classified as a first level troglophile although it seems
likely that those specimens at some distance from the entrance may constitute
physiologically distinct populations.

OTHER RECORDS
The above records for cave dwelling decapods include those reports and specimens which could be placed in a particular family. Quite often, lists of
cave fauna are published giving only the common names of the animals concerned.
This creates difficulties when it comes to a consideration of cave biogeography as it is impossible to distinguish most species of decapods on the basis
of their common names. Indeed, in some cases, it is impossible to determine
whether or not they are decapods. So, records of this type have been listed
separately.
Freshwater crabs. The British New Guinea Speleological Expedition of 1975
collected or observed freshwater crabs in a number of caves in the vicinity
of Telefomin in New Guinea (Chapman, 1976). Beck & Goulbourne (1976) were
astonished to find that the only usable ledge in the shaft of Tina Bu Tern
cave 'was infested with crabs'. The crab was also found at one locality on
the surface
s~face (Chapman, 1976).
These crabs have not as yet been examined at
any taxonomic level. Attempts are being made at present to borrow the
specimens. It seems likely that the crabs are first level troglophiles.
Cave "shrimps". The term shrimp is used for a great variety of crustaceans
including amphipods, isopods, some decapods and a number of smaller groups
as, for example, the mountain shrimps or syncarids which are found in some
Tasmanian caves (Lake & Coleman, 1977). As a result, reports of cave shrimps
from the Chillagoe area are recorded here as decapods with a considerable
degree of reservation. Colourless cave shrimps have been reported from caves
in the Chillagoe region on several occasions (Wilson, 1974; Parr, 1975;
Robinson, 1975). They have been found in Christmas Pot (CH-144) in Suicide
Bluff and Narahdarn Cave (CH-34) in Carpentaria Bluff (Robinson, 1975). It
is of some interest to note that these are two of the three caves known to
descend into the phreatic zone in this area (Wilson, 1975). The other cave
is Ti-tree Cave (CH-43, CH-lOl).
Colourless prawns. Williams (1964) recorded an unconfirmed report of colourless prawns from deep gold mines in the Maryborough area of Victoria which
are no longer being worked. No further information has been published on
these animals. Other decapods have been recorded from abandoned mines overseas (Horst, 1972).
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DISCUSSION
Any consideration of the freshwater decapod fauna found in caves in Australia
and Papua New Guinea is plagued with difficulties. It is not simply that the
cave fauna has not been examined in any great depth, but the surface fauna,
particularly in Papua New Guinea, is so poorly known that is is difficult to
make generalisations or comparisons. However, some points can be made, at
least with regard to the Australian forms.
With the exceptions of Stygioaaris and Parisia, all of the forms currently
found in caves occur on the surface in the same region. As a result, those
karst areas where surface decapods are absent rarely contain subterranean
decapods. The most obvious example of this situation is found in the Nullarbor
which, despite the large amounts of water present in the caves, has not
yielded any subterranean decapods. This does not imply that there will be
subterranean decapods in all those karst areas where decapods are found on
the surface. Th~s is patently not L.!'ue. Species which are found only in
one or two caves in a single karst area are often found on the surface in
several. The vast majority of surface forms do not occur in caves at all.
This is most obvious in the crayfish. This is quite different from the
situation in North America.
The surface freshwater decapod faunas of Australia and North America are
remarkably similar. They are both dominated, in terms of species numbers,
by crayfish with relatively small proportions of atyids and palaemonids.
Australia has the added bonus of several species of freshwater crabs. In
the other three continents with well developed freshwater faunas, the decapod
fauna tends to be dominated by the freshwater crabs. Despite the similarities in the general composition of the two faunas, there is a considerable
difference in the proportion of troglobitic decapods found in the two
countries. As well as two at yids, there are three palaemonids and at least
twenty-one crayfish occurring as troglobites in North America (Strenth, 1976;
Hobbs et al., 1977). This represents slightly more than ten percent of the
total freshwater decapod fauna. The number of other decapods associated
with caves is not known (Hobbs et al., 1977). The palaemonid genus PaZaemonete8 has six species in North America and a further three in Mexico
(Strenth, 1976). Three of the North American species are troglobitic. The
only Australian species of PaZaemonetes occurs in the south-west of Western
Australia. As there is only one Australian species, a comparison of the two
areas is difficult. Some comparison can, however,be made for the crayfish.
The North American crayfish are placed in the families Cambaridae and Astacidae
(Hobbs, 1974b). The American cambarids are further divided into two subfamilies - Cambarinae and Cambarellinae. All of the cavernicolous crayfish
in North America belong to the Cambarinae (Hobbs et al., 1977). As well as
the twenty-one troglobites, there are twenty-three other species known from
caves. This represents some twenty percent of the total number of crayfish
species in North America. With the exception of TrogZoaambarus maaZanei,
the cavernicolous forms belong to the three largest genera in this subfamily (Hobbs, 1974b). It is interesting to note that Cherax and Euastaaus
are the two largest genera of Australian crayfish (Riek, 1969). The evolution
of the North American cavernicolous crayfish has been complex (Hobbs et al.,
1977). In each of the three large genera, there have been several invasions
of the cave habitat with the possibility of some adaptive radiation once
there. These incursions have been separated both temporally and spatially.
Herein lies the major difference between the American and the Australian
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crayfish. The Australian crayfish have not had, or have not taken, the
opportunity to eot~r the spelean environment until relatively recently. On
the basis of the available data, it is impossible to determine which of these
options is more likely.

The at
atyids
yids of mainland North America show a distribution pattern which is
similar to that of the Australian at
atyids.
yids. Of the five species known from
North America, the two species of PaZaemonia8 are troglobites while the three
species of Synoari8 are epigean forms (Pennak, 1953; Hobbs et al., 1977).
P. ganteri is known only from within the Mammoth-Flint Ridge cave system in
Kentucky while P. aZabamae has been found in two caves in Madis6n County,
Alabama (Hobbs et al., 1977). The species of Synoaris were described from
the San Francisco-Los Angeles area but it seems that only one of these
Californian species is currently extant (Pennak, 1953). The subterranean
forms are thought to have evolved from a common epigean ancestor which was
not necessarily closely related to Synoaris. They now represent relict
populations as do Stygiooaris and Parisia.
The relict nature of Stygiooaris and Parisia has been questioned by Mees
U962) and Bishop (1967). Mees suggests that the relationship between
Stygiooaris and TyphZopatsa is a morphological similarity rather than a
true evolutionary kinship. He further suggests that the two species have
arisen from distinct marine ancestors. These suggestions are made without
'even the slightest knowledge of shrimps' (Mees, 1962). More recently, the
family has been divided into a number of "series" including one composed
entirely of troglobitic forms, although not including all troglobitic at
atyids
yids
(Monod, 1975). This group - "la serie typhlatyienne" - includes both StygioOari8 and TyphZopatsa (but not Parisia) and is considered to be a monophyletic
group derived from a marine ancestor possibly during the Cretaceous (Monod,
1975). This would seem to be a much more economical hypothesis than one
which would require a number of fairly recent marine ancestors which have
subsequently disappeared without trace, leaving a group of freshwater forms
showing a great deal of convergence. Bishop (1967) states that the Stygiooaris-TyphZopatsa relationship and the disjunct distribution of Parisia 'may
not have great zoogeographical significance in view of the close relationship of Parisia and Caridina'. As neither Parisia nor Caridina is closely
related to Stygiooaris or TyphZopatsa, the connection here is somewhat
obscure. In addition, Holthuis (1956) considers that Parisia is more closely
related to CarideZ~ although it strongly resembles Caridina while Williams
(1964) states that 'the generic similarities between the species described
here and the previously described species of Parisia appear strong'. Thus,
the available evidence supports the idea that both genera are relicts which
are not associated ~ith the remainder of the Australian at
atyid
yid fauna or with
each other. The relict nature of the two genera is a partial explanation of
their origins as troglobites.

If it is accepted that both genera are relicts, it seems likely that the
ancestors of both previously occupied larger areas of Australia as epigean
forms. With the progressive increase in the aridity of the continent during
the Pleistocene, the available habitat decreased and the animals retreated
to cave systems. In the case of the Australian species of Parisia, there is
no available evidence of the selection pressures which may have lead to the
development of the two species. It is probable that Brennon's Brook forms
part of a much larger freshwater system and the explanation may lie there.
The ancestral form of Stygiooaris was presumably restricted to the North West
Cape region. With changes in sea level during alternating periods of
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glaciation and thawing, it is likely that the range of the species varied in
this area. It may have been that, during a period of low sea level, two
populations were formed, one on either side of the Cape Range. These
populations changed gradually in isolation resulting in the development of
specific differences. A later rise in sea level resulted in the reunion of
the two habitats but the movement of only one species. The next decrease in
sea level gave the present situation with one species separated into two
populations, one on either side of the peninsula and the other species found
only on one ,side. The two populations of S. stylifera have been separated
for some time and are now showing some morphological differences although
these are not sufficient to require the construction of separate taxa
(Cawthorn, 1963).

.

The study of the Australian cave decapod fauna is still in its formative
stages. There is still a great deal to be learnt. At this stage, it is
important to gather basic information such as the distribution of decapods
in caves and their relation to the surface.
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fuZZy
INTRODUCTION

•
•

Caves and rock shelters potentially contain some of the most valuable archaecaves
ological sites within a particular area. This is because the cave environment is often well-suited for the preservation of the more perishable items
in the archaeOlogical
archaeological record. For paintings, delicate engravings and stone
or other arrangements, a cave may be the only place where long-term preservation will occur. In the case of occupation sites, organic habitation
debris such as bone, wood, egg and mollusc shell, etc., has a far better
chance for survival in a cave compared to a site exposed to surface
weathering.
Frequently cave occupation deposits also contain valuable associated palaeontological material which apart from being of interest in its own right
may be relevant to sorting out the associations of extinct fauna with prehistoric aborigines.

LEGISLATION AND AUTHORITIES
The protection and management of archaeological sites ultimately lies with
the relevant agency se~
set up under the "Archaeological and Aboriginal relics
preservation Act" within each state. In general these acts prohibit unauthorised damage, defacing, disturbance, buying, selling, bartering, etc., of
any archaeological sites, materials and artefacts. They also set up systems
for recording, documenting, investigating and managing sites, undertaking
public education and regulating archaeological excavations. Most provide
for the declaration of "archaeological areas", which protect and restrict
access to important sites.

*16 Park Street, NORTH FITZROY,

VICTORIA.
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Any sites or suspected sites discovered in caves ought to be reported to
the agency concerned (see Appendix) so that it may be checked against
recorded sites, registered or noted for further investigation. Most welcome
such information and although pressed for staff are usually quite helpful if
anyone wishes to further their interest. These agencies usually have
available a variety of pamphlets and publications about the sites in their
state.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES - GENERAL
The recognition of archaeological sites involves careful observation to
discriminate between natural features, materials and processes (including
animals, weathering, etc.), and those caused by man. Often it is a case of
"picking the odd man out" or noticing something that might not have got
where it is on its own, or something that is out of context.
In the past speleologists have played a useful role in discovering cave
sites, often in remote areas. With increasing mobility, greater numbers of
speleos and more frequent trips to outlying areas, doubtless more sites will
be found. The following is an outline of useful information that speleos
could record should they find any sites.
o
sufficient information to accurately relocate the site preferably on a
standard surveyor cadastral map.
o

a location sketch to fill in the finer access and location details.

o
a scaled and oriented site sketch showing any relevant features or
details such as its extent, location of any artefacts, hearths, disturbances,
etc.
o
other useful information is the site's setting, the general topography
of the area, the dominant vegetation types, and its proximity to water close or distant, permanent or ephemeral. This helps to give an indication
of the sort of food and other resources that may have been exploited from
the site.
o
a general assessment of a site's preservation, any current degradation
or threats of continuing or new degradation or damage.
In no way should sites be interferred with or disturbed nor any material
be collected or removed from a site.
For descriptive purposes it is easiest to describe each type of site
separately. However, this does not mean that sites will occur in isolation
of each other. For example, at Koonalda Cave, a "declared 11 site interest
was originally aroused by a surface scatter of flint flakes adjacent to the
doline. This led to the discovery of flint mining and engraving sites
inside the cave along with such items as hearths, burnt torches, bone
arrangements and an occupation deposit in the doline. Later on it was
noticed that many of the engraved boulders had been placed and oriented to
indicate pathways through the cave. Similarly, many painted galleries have
occupation deposits in their floors~

TYPES OF SITES
ART SITES

Paintings. Most painted galleries in Australia occur in open rock shelters
with only a few known from the darker zones of actual caves. The paintings
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tend to be fairly simple in style often using only one colour, chiefly reds.
e specially so for south-eastern Australia. However, further north
This is ,~specially
in central north-western and northern Australia styles tend to be more
intricate and multi-coloured. The subjects depicted include hu~n figures,
hand stencils, spiritual beings, mythological creatures, animals and their
tracks, implements, weapons, linear markings and indeterminate figures.
The pigments were mainly derived from oxides of iron, other minerals, clays
and ochres. These were pounded or ground to a powder and mixed with water
or animal fat. The paint so prepared was then applied either by finger, a
brush made from a twig, or could be sprayed on with the mouth to cover large
areas or make stencils (Plate 1). It is possible that remants of paint
preparation, small grindstones and pounders, brushes, faceted or unground
pieces of ochre may still be present in the galleries. Many of the sites are
in a poor or degrading state of preservation often being badly faded. This
is due to a variety of factors including aerial weathering, breqk-down and
flaking of the rock surface, rain, insects , -dust, lichens, algal growth and
graffitists but once aboriginal traditions broke down the periodic repainting
of sites ceased.
The recognition of a gallery and its full extent may take quite some time if
the paintings are faded. Lighting and humidity can make a great difference:
some parts may be visible under specific conditions only. Under no circumstances should anything be applied to a gallery to enhance, fill in or
delineate any paintings as this can easily cause irreparable damage.

Plate 1.

Hand stencils, on ceiling Murrawijinie Cave, S.A.
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A variety of methods exist for recording rock paintings. These "include the
use of sketching grids, transparent overlays for tracing on, photogrammetry
using precision surveyor stereo cameras and a stereo plotter, or just using
a standard camera. The latter is most suited for making a general record.
Any methods involving actual contact with the paintings ought not to be used
without consulting the local archaeological agency.
Colour film probably gives the best results however the type of lighting
(direct sunlight, shaded, blue sky, flash, etc.), can appreciably affect the
colour balance of the result. With black and white £ilm results may be
enhanced by the use of contrast filters, for example, green and blue filters
will darken reds against a light background. The use of orthochromatic films
has also met with some success. In some cases ultra violet photography has
brought out faded paintings.
Some simple techniques exist for multiple-flash illumination of larger areas.
Figure I uses a slave to activate a second flash under fairly bright lighting
conditions. Figure 2 shows the open shutter flash painting method for use
under low lighting conditions. Two methods for obtaining multiple exposure
panoramas of larger galleries are shown in Figures 3 and 4 - one by rotating
the camera on a tripod , the other by offsetting along a baseline parallel
to the gallery.
Things that could be usefully noted are the colours used, if there is any
superimposition of paintings, any styles or motifs used, comparisons with
any other galleries nearby, any suspicious modern additions, the general state
of preservation of the site and any threats to its preservation.
Engravings. Several types of aboriginal engravings occur throughout Australia.
These vary from fine stick and finger markings on soft cave walls to designs
pounded or ground into hard sandstone surfaces. The former are the most
abundant in caves having now been reported from caves on the west coast of
Western Australia, the Nullarbor. Naracoorte, and East Gippsland.
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Cave engravings are often difficult to detect because of both the low level
of lighting used and that the lighting is fairly direct, that is, a headlamp.
As most engravings are executed on a dull contrastless surface, direct lighting
makes them appear quite featureless and blend in with the cave wall. Side
lighting, often quite acute and from a specific direction may be the only way
to see them.
Some care needs to be taken in identifying engravings as a variety of natural
and modern human features may look similar. Weathering of joint and bedding
features especially in dolomites can etch out nice "incised" grids and triangular patterns. Solutional features such as fine anastamosies and karren
can form a variety of intrigueing patterns. Animals including birds, bats,
possums, kangaroos, wombats, wallabies, goannas and dogs can leave quite a
variety of markings on a soft cave wall.
Some modern human activities may unintentionally leave confusing markings in
caves. Hobnailed or tricounied boots can leave incised marks on quite hard
rocks. Any works that have been undertaken such as guano mining, tourist cave
development, gating and digging for new caves, including the use of explosives,
may also leave their mark, not to mention any casual marks as a result of
routine visitation.
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A variety of deliberate modern human markings may also be found. These include
the blatant graffitist intent on naming and dating his activities wherever possible, .the casual doodler who has just found 'a nice medium to indulge in,
and also the intrigued discoverer who having found some engravings proceeds
"in the name of scienqe", to make his own set to work out how the originals
were made and thus only confuses the issue further as in time they may be
indistinguishable from the originals.
Usually a close and rational examination will determine whether engravings are
likely to be genuine and the sort of implement used to make them. Things to
be taken into account are whether there is any style or design to the markings,
for example, figures, patterns, grids, concentric, parallel or bifurcating
lines, any enhancement of natural hollows or protruberances.
Finger markings. These are made by drawing three or four fingers across a
soft weathering mantle or clay deposit on the cave wall leaving a series of
meandering grooves. They may cover quite a large area forming a variety of
patterns (Plate 2).
Fine implement markings. These occur in similar soft material as the finger
marks above but were executed with either stick, stone or bone. The designs
made were largely as strokes, often as grid patterns both straight and curved
and may enhance natural features.

Fine incised markings. These have similar patterning to those above but
occur on harder rocks having been incised or ground in with a piece of stone.
They have also been found on bqulders as well as on walls. Fine grooves that
occur on rocks harder than limestone may have been used as sharpening grooves.

Plate 2.

Finger markings, in soft mantle on ceiling N.G.-2 Cave, Vic.
Note: Finer rectangular grid on left.
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Other markings. The following appear not to have been recorded from caves but
are included for completeness. Large abraded grooves occur, sometimes outlining animal figures several metres across or just as a series of parallel
grooves, or sometimes in harder rocks as sharpening grooves. Percussive
engravings or pecked intaglio are usually found on flat rock slabs having been
made by pounding the rock surface with another rock so that circular spalls
break off. By repeated spalling, patterns can be engraved.
For the delicate engravings in soft walls the only accep~able method for
recording is photographic. The most sophisticated method involves surveyor
stereo cameras and a stereoplotter which enables the engravings to be
accurately mapped or even contoured. Using standard 35 mm cameras a useful
stereo effect can be achieved by moving the camera several centimetres in
the plane of the engraving between successive shots. A good degree of sidelighting is required to highlight the engraving's relief. Under no circumstances should anything be applied to the engravings to improve their appearance.

OCCUPATION SITES

..

Where a· cave has been regularly or intensely occupied by prehistoric aborigines a rich black occupation soil is often found. This organic rich soil
was formed from the debris of the materials and food resources and its
processing, which the aborigines were exploiting at that site. This includes
the' ash and charcoal from fires, burnt and unburnt fragments of bird, mammal,
fish and reptile bone, pieces of egg and. mollusc shell and any waste material
from the making of stone, bone or wood implements. Of these the stone is
most abundant (Fig. 5). Occasionally a stone implement may be found but it
has often been discarded or broken. Other things that may be found are
pieces of ochre, stones foreign to the immediate area including grinding stones
and hammer stones. burnt sT.on~~ and burnt clay lumps.

POINT OF
APPLIED FORCE

DISTAL END

•

Figure 5.

Features of a stone flake made Dj percussion typical of many waste
flakes found in stone working, quarry and occupation sites (after
J. Bordaz, TooZs of the OZd and New Stone Age).
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Occupation sites tend to be found in caves or shelters that under most circumstances would make pleasant and protected camp sites. They seem to be
restricted to the light or twilight zone.
The recognition of an occupation site may at times be quite difficult and
requires the identification of one or more of the features described above
being out of their natural context. 'This
This may involve much tedious and careful
searching, for example, the finding of a stone pebble ~r flake in a shelter
with no obvious gravel deposits associated with it, or a piece of freshwater
mussel in a cave above any flood level or perhaps adjacent to a now dry or
saline lake or watercourse, would be a positive indicator that an occupation
site may be at hand. Often occupation deposits may be buried under more
recent debris and soil. In such cases close inspection of any disturbances
could yield a clue. Rabbit and other animal burrows can bring underlying
material to the surface. The walls of burrows may also be revealing. Any
erosion gullies may have material exposed in the walls. Heavier material
such as stone waste flakes may remain at the base of the gully as a lag.
Frequently careful scrutiny of any slope approaching a cave may yield things
of interest, especially around the dripline where erosion pools with lags of
coarser materials occur.
Under no circumstances should any artefacts or any other materials be collected
or removed from their original position on a site nor should any digging,
augering or scratching about the surface be indulged in. Obviously if every
party visiting a site made their own collection and dug their own little hole
a large amount of disturbance would occur eventually rendering the site
archaeologically valueless. Detailed site assessment is best left to someone
working for or with the local archaeological agency.
Details worth noting about a site would include a sketch map or plan of the
site showing any features such as artefacts, hearths, any disturbances, the
apparent extent of the deposit, a detailed list of any archaeological materials
that derive from the site, and any other details that appear to
to. be useful.

FLINT MINING
Flint is a homogeneous fine-grained siliceous material which is well-known
for its workability for making stone tools and as such was sought after by
prehistoric aborigines. It is deposited as a concretion in limestone often
within a particular layer. To date the only known flint-mining sites are
from the Nullarbor wher.e
wher,e bands of flint nodules outcrop in the walls of
several caves. These nodules were dug out and/or broken off leaving hollows
with digging scars in the limestone, often the innermost pieces of the
nodule staying behind (Plate 3). A relative age, modern versus ancient, of
this quarrying can be given by surface weathering on the hollows and mineral
growth on the remaining flint. Any suspected flint encountered should be
closely inspected to see if any pieces were broken by natural weathering or
by deliberate human percussion, in which case they would have features as
shown in Figure 5. However, some confusion can occur where modern rockhounds or specimen-seekers have been collecting flint, in which case characteristic marks of the geological pick and steel chisel may be present.
Where flint was quarried in complete darkness or in a dull twilight zone,
burnt-out torch stubs and hearths may be found. Such items can be used for
radio-carbon dating of quarrying activities provided they are not disturbed
or contaminated.
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Plate 3.

Flint quarrying, showing remnants of flint nodules at base of
excavated holes in wall. Note: 5 cm diameter lens cap and original
flint/limestone contact surface in second hole from right.
Weebubbie Cave, W.A.

SKELETAL SITES

Some caves from north-west Australia have been used by aborigines as burial
sites or repositories for skeletal material. If discovered they should be
left undisturbed.
STONE AND OTHER ARRANGEMENTS

Stone and bone arrangements and placements have been found in caves. These
may consist of singly-placed boulders or a number of boulders to form a
design or cairn. In Koonalda Cave a series of placed boulders bearing engravings appear to mark paths leading to varous features including bone
placements. Once again the key to identification is whether the rocks,
bones, etc., could have got into their position or orientation by any natural
process other than human. If not one must take care not to overlook modern
activities like survey cairn building. The presence of engravings, artefacts,
etc., may help to weight one's conclusion.
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SACRED SITES
Caves, painted shelters, burial caves and other features may still be sacred
to Australian aborigines and the people of Papua New Guinea. If such a
situation is thought to exist any visitation, recording, photography and
publication should only be undertaken with prior discussion and permission
of the people concerned.

MISCELLANEOUS SITES
It seems likely that in drier areas suitable caves would have been used as
water sources. Certainly on the Nullarbor "gnarnrna
"gnamma holes", small solutional
rock-holes in limestone pans, were periodically used for water.
Although unrecorded to date, cave-dwelling bats could have been used as a
food resource. Often scatters of odd stone waste flakes and implements
occur near such features of interest.
Dessicated human palaeofaeces from some American caves have yielded valuable
insight into the diet and diseases of prehistoric people. Although apparently unrecorded in Australia they could occur
a very dry environment.

in

Even prehistoric footprints have been reported from quite inaccessible places
in some French caves.
SITE MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION
A variety of threats and causes of damage to sites exist. These may be
either wilful or inadvertent. The latter is largely caused by ignorance of
a site in a particular cave or by ignorance and/or non-recognition of the
features associated with the site concerned.
Wall or boulder engravings can easily be modified or obliterated by leaning
on, brushing against, bumping one's head into, dragging one's tripod across
or even just by kicking up some dust. Walking over unobserved stone or bone
arrangements, surface scatters of artefacts, debris from flint-quarrying
sites, hearths, torch stubs, etc., can destroy or bury such features. The
uninformed digger on a quest for new caves could easily disturb or bury an
unrecognised site. Over-crowding, lack of time and organisation whilst
inspecting or photographing sites, especially engravings and paintings,
greatly increases the chance for damage to occur as these conditions can
contribute to unnecessary haste and clumsiness. In the often delicate
environment outside a cave or in its doline heavy use of access tracks
along a poor route can lead to excessive erosion. This may disturb or bury
sites both archaeological and palaeontoligical. Grazing stock, rabbits and
other animals can cause similar problems. Some obvious causes of wilful
damage include the graffitist and art imitator, the collector rummaging
through sites for artefacts and the rockhound after flint.
Once a site has been recognised, its management is the responsibility of the
local state archaeological agency. This may involve some access restrictions but ought not of necessity lead to total closure. In most cases a
suitable access policy should be able to be sorted out between speleos and
the agency concerned. This would be very much dependant on the type of cave
and site and may involve using guides, either official or honorary that are
fully aware of the cave and site concerned. Restrictions may be placed on
party size or visitor/guide ratios and minimum lighting and other equipment
might be specified. This along with perhaps track-marking and the provision
of simple aesthetic guiding rails where appropriate (for example, around
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excavations orespeciallyin tront-of-engravings) in constricted areas,
should give adequate protection to sites during visitation. For remoter
areas with little or no onsite management personnel where a site is well
known, the provision of some "in cave" interpretation in the parts of the
cave concerned, so as not to attract undue attention except to those who
have stumbled across the feature, may present a suitable alternative. This
could be something along the lines of the "self-guided" tourist cave. The
removal of any graffiti and rubbish from a site is always desirable as their
presence only attracts more. Where a cave has been gated to protect a site
it is important that a suitable explanatory sign be included. This should.
state the reasons for gating, give some'basic information about the site and
say where further information and possible access could be obtained.
CONCLUSION
Caves and rock shelters are known to contain some valuable relics of prehistoric aboriginal activities and doubtless more will be found especially
with the current increase amongst speleos of concern and interest in the
caves they visit and what is happening to them. A greater awareness of
archaeological features by speleos should both enrich their experience and
the general knowledge of this unique heritage.
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Abstract
Palaeoclimatic infor,mation
information can be obtained from caves by analysing the oxygen
isotope composition of calcite and aragonite deposited as stalagmites.
A palaeotemperature record is useful only if it can be dated. In the last'
decade considerable progress has been made in the radiometric dating of
speleothems by means of the uranium-thorium method. Material from 2 000 to
300 000 years old can be dated by this method.
TWo oxygen
o~gen isotopes 16 0 and 18 0 are used in palaeotemperature work. In
nature there are small natural variations in the ratio between the two
( 18 0/ 16 0) and the value of the ratio is temperature dependent.
The values
can be measured by means of a stable isotope mass spectrometer and are expressed as parts per thousand (%o)~ and designated as 8C18 0. Measurements
are made on sealed samples of carbon dioxide gas prepared f~om
from calcium
carbonate.
If closely spaced samples are taken from a longitudinalLongitudinal section of a stalagmite and the value of 8C18 0 deter.mined
deter,mined for each sample a curve of temperature
change against time can be plotted if the age of different layers within the
stalagmites can also be determined
deter,mined..

..
•

Tasmania~ the south-east of AustraZia
Australia and the south-west of Western AustraZia
Australia
offer considerable scope for this field of research
research..

INTRODUCTION
Palaeoclimatic information is of interest because of Man's increasing concern
about the possibility of rapid climatic change in the perhaps not too
distant future. Either a swing to significantly warmer conditions or to
significantly cooler conditions could spell disaster for our present day
civilization.
Warmer conditions would cause melting of the Greenland and Antarctic icecaps
resulting in wholesale inundation of coastal plains. Colder conditions
would severely restrict agriculture
agriCUlture and would cover large areas of land with
glacial ice.
The climate is changing at present and a major concern is to assess the
relative extent to which man-made and natural factors are responsible.
Natural factors tend to be cyclic in nature and if we have available to us
an accurately dated record of past temperature change we can start to predict
future changes due to natural factors. Then, by comparing them with actual
changes we may ultimately assess the influence of Man on our changing climate
(Calder, 1974).
Such records can be obtained from oxygen isotope analysis of the ice sheets of
Greenland and Antarctica, from deep sea cores and from speleothems in caves.

*Department of Geography, University of Tasmania, G.P.O. Box 252C,
HOBART, Tasmania.
7001

..
•
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The most suitable for palaeotemperature work are stalagmites because they are
characterised by slow vertical growth and show distinct growth layers which
can be sampled when the stalagmite is cut lengthwise (Plate 1).
RADIOMETRIC DATING
No palaeotemperature record is useful unless it can be dated. During the last
ten years reliable Uranium/Thorium dating has become available (Harmon,
Thompson, Schwarcz & Ford, 1975; Gascoyne, Schwarcz & Ford, 1978). Most
stalagmites contain minute amounts of uranium including 234 U which decays to
230 Th with a half-life of 247 000 years. The development of a particle
spectrometry has made possible analytical measurements of very small quantities
of radio-active isotopes. The U/Th method of dating can be used over a time
period of 2 000 to 300 000 years BP - a time ra.nge which is covered by very
few other'dating methods.
For a stalagmite to be dated it must have:
(1) A U content of not less than 0.1 ppm. Uranium content can be determined
quickly and cheaply by delayed neutron analysis by the Australian jl,tomic
Energy Commission in Sydney.
(2) An absence of clays and a very low content of other detrital minerals
« 0.5%), otherwise the specimen must be rejected. The ratio 230 Th /232 Th
is determined during the dating procedure. It gives an indication of the
degree of detrital contamination. If the !'atio is < 20 t~,e sample is once
again rejected.
(3) Absence of any evidence of post-depositional recrystallisation.'

OXYGEN ISOTOPES
The element oxygen has three stable isoto~es, 1601
16 0r 17 0 and 18 0 . The two tha~
concern us in palaeotemperature work are 60 and 8 0 . Oxygen 16 is by far the
most abundant being approximately 500 times more common than ISO. However,
in nature there are small variations in the ratio (18 0/16
0 /16 0 ) and these can be
used to gain information on palaeotemperatures (Bowen, 1966; Hendy & Wilson,
Wi1son,
1968; Hendy, 1969; Harmon, Thompson, Schwarcz &, Ford, 1978).
METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
Measurement of the ratio is by means of a stable isotope mass spectrometer.
It is made on C02 gas and is calculated as follows:

o

18 0

01 00

=

0 /16 0 )STANDARr]
r(18 0 /16
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/ 16 0 )SAMPLE - (18
[(18
(18 0/ 16 0)STANDARD

l
-

x 1000

~"~

Measurements are made in this way because the mass spectrometer can measure
differences between two samples much more accurately than the actual value for
one sample. The procedure eliminates any systematic measurement errors. The
ratio is multiplied by 1000 to avoid dealing with small fractions of numbers.
The standard most often used is SMOW and is approximately equal to the mean
isotopic composition of ocean water.
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Plate 1.

A small stalagmite showing internal structure,
from King George V Cave, Hastings, Tasmania.
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The substances on which 0 18 0 is usually determined are H20 (water, ice) and
calcium carbonate (calcite, aragonite). The range of variation of 0180 foUnd
in nature is shown in Table 1 for a number of sites.
Table 11·.
Variations of 018 0 found in nature
Material analysed

Range of values

Location

Standard

(0 18 0)
SEASONAL VARIATIONS

precipitation
cave drips
precipitation

Virginia, U.S.A.
Virginia, U.S.A.
Thule, NW Greenland

(G.

saaauUfera)

from deep sea core

winter

-1.0
-4.5
-17

-14.0
-7.9
-40

SMOW
SMOW
SMOW

intergZaaiaZ gZaaiaZ

CLIMATIC VARIATIONS

stalagmite
stalagmite
glacial ice
foraminifera skeletons

summer

North Island, N.Z.
Virginia, U.S.A.
Thule, NW Greenland

....4.0
-6.1
-25

-2.5
-4.6
-43

PDB
PDB
SMOW

Equatorial Pacific
Core V28-238

-2.2

-1.0

Bl

FRACTIONATION
The reason why oxygen isotope ratios can give an indication of palaeotemperature
is due to the natural occurrence of fractionation.
Fractionation occurs when one isotope is transferred preferentially in one of
two situations of interest to us. One such case is where there is a change of
state (for example, from liquid to gas) and the other where a substance containing oxygen crystallises from an aqueous solution. Three situations are
relevant:
1. Ice volume effect. When there is a change of state, water vapour evaporated from the surface of the ocean (or ani other body of water) contains a
higher proportion of the lighter isotope 6 0 than the original water body.
During glacial phases large amounts of water are withdrawn from the oceans and
incorporated into continental ice sheets. It causes 18 0 enrichment of ocean
waters during glacial times of the order of 1.1°/ 00 during full glacial
.
conditions.
2. Temperature effects. Fractionation not only occurs during evaporation of
water but also during condensation and freezing. The degree of fractionation
taking place is temperature dependent. Evaporation and condensation at lower
temperatures produce lower values of 0 18 0 in precipitation (sometimes called
the precipitation effect). It means a depression of 0 18 0 values of precipitation
precipitation·
in glacial times. It also means that for the earth as a whoie 0 18 0 values in
precipitation tend to decrease towards the poles and increase towards the
equator (latitudinal effect).
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Outside the equatorial zone there is also a marked seasonal variation with
higher values of 0 18 0 in summer precipitation and lower values in winter
precipitation (seasonal effect). Seasonal temperature effects are variable
in time and space (Daasgaard,
(Dansgaard, 1964).
196 L+
For six continental
continen6al sites in the U.
U.S.A.
they
66ey were found to vary from + 0.17
0
to + 0.39
.39 0 18 0 %0
0/ cc
°C- 1 (Harmon,
Harmon, Schwarcz
Sch1cJn:c'c
& Ford, 1978).
1978
These variatlaaa
6e thetempe:Yc,,:c
e6fects durinf
variations cannot be used to estimate
the temperature effects
during a
g6acial-interglacial cycle because the seasonal effect would be affected by
glacial-interglacial
the temperature of evaporation at the source area as well as at the site of
condensation and precipitation.
In addition both latitudinal and seasonal effects differ from the glacialinterglacial temperature effect because the latter is also influenced by the
ice volume effect
eT
which tends to reduce the
u6e magnitude of the temperature
Tumperature
affect. For West Virginia,
cq?;inia, U.
S
& Ford (1978)
(8) estimata
effect.
U.S.A.
Harmon, Schwarcz &
estimate
the glacial-interglacial temperafll:pa
0
C-11 •
the
temperature effect to be + 0.14
0100 oC6.
CrystallJc+afdu,a effect.
dufect. When a substance containing oxygen crystallises
crystalli:c;n;c,
3. Crystallisation
from
;:;;;2d ion of watnp
water or where calci
calcite
te or
oa aragonite
te is extraa
extracted
Trom a saturated solution
from water by biochemical means, fractionation also occurs. The calcite or
aragonite is slightly enriched in 18 0 in relation to the water from which it
crystallises and the degree of enrichment is temperature dependent. Bowen
(1966) states:

Temperature
OCC
OOC
25';;
25°C

Ratio ip
in parent solution
nolution
1:500
1:500

Ratio in CaC03
1. 026::500
500
1. 022::500
500

1 0
This means that
tCat for <'Jnter
water of constant
conctncu isotopic composition,
compos
0 18 0 (the 0 18
value of calcium carbonate) will be inversely related to the tem~erature at
which it formed. We ca~ call this the crystallisation effect and its magnitude is -0.24 °100
0/00 °C 1 (Harmon, Schwarcz & Ford, 1978).
This value does
not always apply to biochemically deposited calcium carbonate (Shackleton,
Wiseman & Buckley, 1973).

CLAEOTEMPEdd
PALAEOTEMPERATURE
SdTRCES
SOURCES

So far three sources of
nf palaeotemperature information using oxygen isotopes
Cnve been ut
have
utilized.
1. Continental ice sheets. Profiles have been sampled from cores drilled
through the Greenland ice sheet at Camp Century and the Antarctic ice sheet
at Byrd Station. Variations in the isotopic ratio appear to be controlled
primarily by temperature change, low values coinciding with glacial periods
n:nd high values
valmtc with Snterglacia]
Langway, Dansgaard, Johnson &
&
and
interglacial periods (Langway,
Clausen, 1973).
1973
2. Calcareous
deep :c:ea
sea sedimentn
sediments. (Mainly in tropical
tropicn3 oceans.) Deep sea
sen
CalcareOlc1c dnnd
eores
cores are Santd3ed
sampled at
03 aegular
regular intervals
intnppatc for shells of particular species of
od
foraminifera
ft:Jraminifera and samples analysed for 0 18 0. Isotopic variations appear to
be controlled mainly by the ice volume effect with the crystallisation effect
playing only a minor role. Variations are much smaller than in ice cores.
Low values coincide with interglacial periods and high values with glacial
p.~iods (Shackleton & Opdyke, 1973).

P¥'ovtd.a
J~ovia:~'ts!JJ~;Ud
r.y Vi.ve
3.

St.l'~it.s.

palaeocliPJJOi information
They can be used to provide palaeoclimatic
; :JJJium with the
tf:Fl:
form~d 1.Ulder conditions of isotopic equilibrium
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cave seepage waters from which they have been deposited. Isotopic equilibrium
means that evaporation of water should play no part in carbonate ceposition
deposition must occur in an atmosphere saturated with water vapour. This
excludes the use of stalagmites close to cave entrances and probably also
from caves in more arid regions.

~

It is possible to test for equilibrium conditions by carrying out a number
of oxygen isotope analyses on a single growth layer which should all yield
similar values under equilibrium conditions. It can also be done by carrying
out both oxygen and carbon isotope analyses for a number of samples on a single
growth layer. In the latter case, if there is a correlation between the 180/16~
ratio and the 13 C/ 12 C ratio the stalagmite was not formed under equilibrium
conditions (Thompson, Schwarcz & Ford, 1974).
Caves have the advantage that with rare exceptions they have an almost conSLant
temperature environment (annual temperature variation < lee) and the temperature
is approximately equal to the mean annual surface temperature above the cave.
If stalagmites formed from seepage water with a constant isotopic composition,
then determination of palaeotemperature values would be simple because we woulc
be dealing only with the crystallisation effect, where

T

=

2780
In K
+ .00289
c-w

.-

where T is absolute temperature (K)
and K
equals (18 0 /16 0 ) / C18 0/ 16 0)
c-w
c
w
(from Harmon, Schwarcz & Ford, 1978).
Unfortunately the isotopic composition of seepage water varies. Variation lS
caused by temperature effects - both short term due to seasonal change and long
term due to climatic change.
Fortunately, when calcium carbonate is deposited small amounts of seepage water
are trapped in cavities and this water is then sealed in by further deposition
to form inclusions. When sealed in, the oxygen isotope composition of the water
is representative of the water from which the particular layer crystallised.
If the oxygen isotope composition of the water remained unchanged after sealing,
we could determine the isotopic composition and hence the temperature at which
the particular layer of calcite formed. However, this is not the case - the
oxygen isotope composition may change after inclusion because of exchange with
the surrounding calcite (Schwarcz & Harmon, 1976).
By a fortunate circumstance we can reconstruct original oxygen isotope composition of the fluid by measuring its D/H ratio - the ratio of deuterium tc
hydrogen. Since the surrounding calcite does not contain hydrogen this can be
expected to have retained its original value. In all meteoric waters (and
seepage waters derived from them) there is a close statistical relationship
between the D/H ratio and the 188 0 /16
0 ratio. The line of best fit is known as
/ a
the meteoric water line and is represented by the regression equation
o D = 8 OlBO + 10.
Hence it is possible to calculate the temperature of formation for those layers
for which inclusion waters have been analysed. These values can then be used
to calibrate the curve 0 18 0 against time in terms of temperature change. This
must be done for every locality if an estimate of palaeotemperature change is
to be obtained.
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CONCLUSION
The techniques outlined in this paper enable the reconstruction of a dated
temperature record from stalagmites for the last 300 000 years of the earth's
history. Past mean annual temperatures of karst areas, where suitable speleothems are available, can be estimated with a total error of ± 2°C (Harmon,
Schwarcz & Ford, 1978). However, relative temperature changes of as little
as O.loC may be detected.
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Abstract
HistoriaaZ merribership
membership data based on Australian SpeZeoZogiaaZ Federation (A.S.F.)
Capitation numbers has been aoZZeated and anaZysed. Prediatians for grOl.tJth of
member
merriber soaiety numbers and totaZ A.S.F. merribership
membership are made aCJaording to
aomputed linear regessions. Inareases are reZated to grOl.tJth and popuZari ty of
aaving and generaZ soaietaZ ahanges. Reaorronendations
Reaommendations are made for ahanges in
A.S.F. Capitation and merribership
membership poZiaies to improve the A.S.F's representativeness.An
ness. An individual A.S.F. member
merriber nwnber is proposed to aZZOl.tJ anaZysis of
membership dropout rates.
merribership
INTRODUCTION
This paper represents the first detailed study of the membership of the Australian Speleological Federation (A.S.F.). Whilst some membership data has been
previously published, no attempt has hitherto been made to analyse membership
trends and to predict what will happen in the future. We have, therefore,
taken an historical overview upon which predictions have been made of membership
of the A.S.F.
DATA SOURCE
The raw data on A.S.F. membership is the total membership covered by A.S.F.
capitation payments (Annual levy per member per society).
Whilst the A.S.F. capitation fee does not represent the total membership of the
A.S.F. societies, it does reflect society and therefore A.S.F. growth in real
terms, as A.S.F. capitation payments are generally regarded as being representative of the "full" membership component which in turn is indicative of the more
stable segment of society membership.
In addition, a comparision was undertaken between the Australian data and the
United States of America (U.S.A.) data (Wefer, 1971). Unlike the A.S.F., the
Nationa~ Speleological Society (N.S.S.) in the U.S.A. is based on individual,
membership and some of these individuals club together to form grottos.
MEMBERSHIP PREDICTIONS
The primary raw data is given in Table 1, upon which a number of linear regressions were computed to enable predctions to be made as to when A.S.F. membership
will reach 1000 members and what the membership will be in 1990.
Although the correlations are quite satisfactory, the membership oscillates past
the line of best fit sufficiently for us to be wary in using the equations 1-4
(see Appendix A).

*29 Scott Street, SPRINGWOOD, N.S.W.
2777
t45 Arcadia Street, GLEBE, N.S.W.
4068
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Table 1

•

A.S.F. membership analysis and comparisons

•

(based upon A.S.F. capitation payments)
STATE

1978

1977

1976

1975

1974

1973

1972

1971

1970

1969

2

2
64
60
91
10.1

2
75
60
91
11.2

2
40
60
91
6.5

2
66
70
106
11.2

2
75
66
100
12.8

1
70

1
54

13.2

11. 7

12
376
331

10
319
299
100
54.3

11
281

11
298

-

-

52.9

64.8

1
48

1
36

-

-

9.0

7.8

1
25

1
25

-

-

4.7

5.4

1
45

1
47

Queensland
Clubs
Membership
3 year ay.
avo
Trend index
%natl memb.

1
49
63
95
8.2

68
103
9.7

2
69
69
105
10.0

12
298
369
123
20.7

14
416
388
130
56.7

14
394
369
123
56.9

13
354
363
121
55.7

12
358
345
115
53.3

61. 3

.10
10
300
300
100
51.0

1
75
66
146
12.6

1
67
55
122
9.2

1
55
52
116
7.4

1
42
59
131
6.6

1
59
70
156
8.8

1
77
68
151
12.6

1
75
58
129
12.8

1
51
45
100
8.7

2
48
54
154
8.1

2
45
58
166
6.2

3
68
63
180
9.8

3
60
51
146
9.4

3
62
48
137
9.2

2
30
46
131
4.9

2
53
44
126
9.0

2
55
35
100
9.4

1
58
55
120
9.8

1
56
55
120
7.7

1
52
55
120
7.5

1
58
63
115
9.1

1
54
51
8.0

1
47
48
104
7.7

1
51
47
102
8.7

1
45
46
100
7.7

8.5

10.2

1
68
67
137
11.4

2
77
63
129
10.5

1
55
59
120
7.9

1
58
55
112
9.1

1
64
50
102
9.5

1
43
43
88
7.0

1
43
49
100
7.3

1
43

1
62

1
n.a.

7.3

11. 7

-

19
613
581
114
1979

17
588
554
108

17
543
511
100

16
531

71

-

-

N.S.W. & A.C.T.
Clubs
Membership
3 year ay.
avo
Trend index
%natl memb.

•
•

III

Victoria
Clubs
Membership
3 year aY.
aVo
Trend index
% natl memb.
Tasmania
Clubs
Membership
3 year ay.
avo
Trend index
% natl memb.

-

South Aust.
Clubs
Membership
3 year ay.
avo
Trend index
%nat
natl
1 memb.

I
III
II

-

-

-

Western Aust.
Clubs
Membership
3 year ay.
avo
Trend index
%natl memb.

-

-

-

National A.S.F.

•

Clubs
Membership
3 year ay.
avo
Trend index

18
596
674
132

20
22
22
21
672
732
693
636
640
624
687
667
122
131
125
134
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Using equation No. 2 (best correlation) and equation No. 4 (most data) membership projections were computed and these are shown in Table 2. Perusal of Table
2 indicates that the fit is fairly good in the mid 70's in both cases, but in
basing forward projections on the derived equations note should be made of just
how much divergence is built-in back to 1961. With these limitations in mind
the two projections were made, the results being:
'
Equation
No.

1000
Members

Membership
1990

1

1987

1109

0.81

2

1982

1451

0.96

3

1987

1098

0.93

4

1990

996

0.90

.
•

Correlation
Coefficient

As shown, there is a spread of 8 years between the optimistic and pessimistic
growth estimates to 1000 members, and a spread of about 50% in the 1990
estimates.
In comparison with the American data, we have a large "intercept" meaning we
started with relatively more members in the formative years of the A.S.F. but
"Iave not had the groth at anywhere near the U.
"lave
U.S.A.
S. A. rate. It is suspected
that this refelects the difference between joining the N.S.S. as an individual
member, and the difficulty in getting into a society, and that society then
being admitted as a "Full" member of the A. S. F., and the practice of paying
ll.:i.f.
A.:i.f. capitation for "full" members only.
If the total membership of each
~ociety were covered by capitation payments, the membership would probably
show a higher growth; rate.
A preliminary sampling of the relationship between the membership covered by
capitation payments and the total society membership indicates that approximately 60% of the total society membership is covered by the capitation payments. However the sample is not sufficiently large enough to be conclusive.
Capitation based on all fee paying members of each society would increase A.S.F.
tunds and'give the A.S.F. a larger and more representative membership total.
SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP STRENGTH
Over the analysis period, the average membership per society has been r,emarkably
stable at around 33 members. However, the number of societies in the A.S.F.
versus time varies more slowly, about one society every two years, and on this
basis we would expect some 31 societies as members of the A.S.F. by 1990.
It is worthwhile to note that this situation is not the same as We fer found in
the N.S.S. He found that the number of members per grotto (society) was
predicted to rise from 32.1 in 1970 to 44.3 in 2000 and that the number of
grottos per state would grow rapidly from 2.2 per state to 19.5 per state by
2000. Thus in the N.S.S. the number of members in a grotto is expected to grow
slowly while the number of grottos grows rapidl y.
In contrast, if the A.S.F. continues its historic attitudes regarding membership,
excluding associate status, then A.S.F. membership is predicted to rise by just
less than 50% from the current 22 societies to 31 societies in 1990.
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tI1

A.S.F.
A, S. L M';imbel'lI
Members vs Year
Ye,lx'

0-<

"'''-'«''''''''-''''''''''''-'''''''

YEAR

6,
61

622

63

64

65
6

66

1,7
67

68

69
6'1

70

71

72

7
73

74

75

76

77

7
78C1
(',!

79

.

~

"",_m""""_",,,m,,,,_,

Raw Data
I-'
0VI

Prl:'
Predicted
ciict I",d
I Equation 2

455
45

I 323
32

:1,LiO
340

400
LiOO

450

358

377

397
39

4.LII
418

4400

463
"1·63

460
461:

531
5

5433

1,88
588

613

672

636

6933

';;32
732

596
59

48::
488

514
51. '+

1,',2
542

571
71

601

633

61
667

'il)2
702

'}40
740

771!
779

U)

'T!

8::::()
820

~

tI1

~

Predicted

I 408
Equation 4

421

434

448

462

477

492

508

524

540

558

575

593

612

632

651

672

693

!

I

~--.~.--.---

Notes:

715

t:he total
t:oti'I..1. nIJInbeilll"
c:clveili'(id by A.S.F.
A,. F, Capitation
C'apit:ati()n payments.
Raid
Raw data
dat,L represents the
number of (liaVeili'S
cavers covered
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IS THE A.S.F. REPRESENTATIVE?
What is really happening in the Australian caving cammunity, is that mare and
more graups are being farmed but, they are nat being admitted into. the A.S.F.
as "Full" members. The number af sacieties knawn to. the N.S.W. Spelealagical
Cauncil which is 33 in 1978, will testify to. this (N.S.W. Spelealagical Cauncil
Annual Repart, 1977). We' expect this situatian wauld apply in ather States but
at this juncture, adequate data arenat available regarding the number af nanA.S.F. graups nar the membership that they would represent, an a State by State
basis. If we assume that the average membership strength is 33 members per
saciety, then it is abviaus that the A.S.F. cannat lay claim to. being a truly
representative natianal bady. Using the N.S,W. situatian as a basis, we estimate tatal patential membership to. be araund AOOO in 1978 af which 416 are
currently full members af A.S.r. sacieties.
Clearly it is the A.S.F'8 challenge to. get these graups under the wing in the
first instance and eventually encaurage thelfl into. becaming "Full" members, af
the A.S.F. A result af such a palicy wauld be that the A.S.F. cauld expect a
greater drap aut rate as it wauld no. langer be selecting far membership an a
sale basis af established "stability" as is currently required af an applicant
saciety.
MEMBERSHIP DISTRIBUTION
In all states, except N.S.W., membership af the A.S.F. (cavers per State) has
been fairly stable (see Table 1) with *ame grawth being evidenced recently.
Each State, except N.S.W., has had a r~asanably canstant 7-10% af tatal membership af the A.S.F. N.S.W. is the "higH flier" in A.S.F. membership and its
high percentage af tatal A.S.F. membership is remarkably stable.
On a per capita basis (see Table 3) bath Queensland and Victaria are the "add
anes aut" which is due passibly to. cave area remateness relative to. centres af
majar papulatian and the difficulties af "access".
It is abvious that there is a greater awQreness af caves as a recreatianal
resaurce and af caving as a spart, as sh~wn by the steady increase in the per
capita ratias. In 1970 there was ane A.g.F. member far each 23 700 persans and
in 1977 ane far each 19 100 persans. In the same periad there was a natianal
populatian increase o~ 11%.
f)ROPOUTS
the N.S.S. in the U.~.A. assigns a membership number to. each member. This
number is nat re-issued if the member leaves the N.S.S. but is re-assigned if
the member rejains. Thus Wefer (1971) was able fram yearly membership data and
the highest assigned N.S.S. number to
to. calculate
calculaTe membersnip
membership dropout
drapaut raTes.
rates. This
we have not
nat been able to
to. do
do. far
for the A.S.r.
A.S.F. as it would require access to
to. complete
camplete
Membership lists far
for each society
saciety since it joined
jained the A.S.r.
A.S.F. and considerable
cansiderable
wark to
work
to. sart
sort the lang
long term members fram
from the shart
short term members.
nat able to
to. determine average caving "lifetimes" far
for the A.S.F.
Thus we are not
population and hence confirm
papulatian
canfirm ar
or deny the popularly
papularly held belief that most
mast cavers
belang to
to. a club far
two. years on
an average.
belong
for anly
only two
We recommend
recammend that the A.S.r.
A.S.F. consider
cansider adopting
adapting a unique identification
identificatian number
far
for each member and suggest that anly
only a small modification
madificatian to
to. the current A.S.r.
A.S.F.
Newsletter address list system would
wauld be sufficient. Namely the number currenth
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Table 3
Cavers per capita comparisons
(ratio of cavers to population)

Queensland
New South Wales
&

Population (000)
Cavers

2084.0

2046.1

1987.3

1943.5

1852.3

1812.8

71

69

64

75

40

66

75

70

30.1

45.1

32.6

27.3

49.9

29.3

24.7

25.91

5164.9

5117.6

5075.4

5015.1

4961.5

4904.9

4802.3

416

394

354

358

376

300

319

b:I
t:1:::I

o

G1
G1

4711. 3 1 .en
.G'Il

281

"tl

~
tT.I

23.0

14.3

14.0

13.2

16.4

15.1

16.8

3782.3

3746.0

3719.1

3676.8

3628.4

3577.4

3537.5

3842.0

Cavers

67

55

42

59

77

75

51

48

Ratio 1:(000)

56.5

68.1

88.6

62.3

47.1

47.7

69.4

72.5

.en>

410.6

407.4

404.7

399.3

395.7

392.2

392.8

390.3

"'I1

45

68

60

62

30

53

55
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Cavers

25

>-<
I

~

:s::
b:I
t:1:::I

9.1

6.0

6.8

6.4

13.2

7.4

7.1

15.6

1276.8

1261.6

1252.1

1236.2

1217.9

1202.4

1185.5

1170.2

56

52

58

54

47

51

45

45

::c
H

22.8

24.3

21.6

22.9

25.9

23.6

26.3

26.0

"tl

1197.1

1169.8

1146.7

1117.4

1089.3

1070.9

1048.9

1014.1

Cavers

77

55

58

64

43

43

62

62

Ratio 1: (000)

15.6

21. 3

19.8

17.5

25.3

24.9

16.9

16.4

13968.6

13814.1

13682.0

13494.7

13280.7

13080.4

12819.3

12580.9

732

693

636

672

613

588

543

531

Cavers
Ratio 1:(000)
1: (000)

Population (000)
Cavers
Ratio 1;(000)
Notes:
-----

2111.7

1976

12.4

Population (000)

National A.S.r.

1970

Ratio 1: (000)

Population (000)

Western Australia

1971

Cavers

Ratio 1:(000)

South Australia

1972

2136.8

Population (000)

Tasmania

1973

Population (000)

Population (000)

Victoria

1974

1977

Ratio 1:(000)

A.C.T.

1975

DATA

STATE

19.1

19.9

21.5

20.1

21. 7

22.2

23.6

Population figures are as at 30 June except for 1970 and 1971 which are as at 30 December for each year.
National cavers and population figures exclude the Northern Territory.

23.7

tT.I
::0

en

t:1
t::1
tT.I
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used should not be re-assigned if the member drops out.
Society drop out rates have not been carefully examined due to a lack of data
but at least seven societies which were once members have gone defunct, several
others have been quiescent for several years and then recovered and two have
resigned and later rejoined. Despite the A.S.F. striving for stability it is
clear that the current policy does not eliminate the problem of a fair proportion
of societies "dying".

•

GROWTH FACTORS
We identify the following as significant factors in the growth of the number of
cavers in the population in contrast to the slow growth of A.S.F. membership.
Education system. The encouragement of much greater outdoor recreational
activity through schools, including geology excursions, wider definitions of
"school sports", and formation of outdoor clubs and in the wider community
government campaigns such as "Life, Be in it.", Outward Bound Schools, etc.
Publicity and Promotions. Greater public awareness of caves has occurred through
television programmes and newspaper coverage of caving activities, feature
articles in magazines and even our own conservation campaigns.
Scouts and Caving. The Scout Association has various objectives including
encouragement of leadership, initiative, responsibility and adventure. Caves
are seen as providing a resource for the development of these objectives without the necessity for a large capital expenditure to provide the facilities.
Caving is seen by the Scouting hierachy as having sufficient sustainable
resources for the majority to enjoy. This activity has had a multiplier effect
with migration of scouts and former scouts into the established societies and/or
into the formation of their own group.

•

Documentation. A.S.F. member societies have contributed to an explosion in the
"commercial" documentation of our caves. With such publications as "Speleo Handbook", "Caves of the Nullarbor", "Australian Caves and Caving", "Mammoth Cave
Jenolan", "S.A. Cave Reference Book", "Mt Etna Caves" and in particular "Bungonia
Caves". These books have made it much easier for people to find out about caves
and their locations than ever before with little significant contribution to the
societies' long term capital funds.
Leisure and mobility. The population has gained increased leisure time through
reduced working hours and innovations like flexitime. In addition greater
unemployment and an increasing population
popUlation distribution relative to caving areas
have given greater opportunities for people to go caving. In real dollar terms
transport has become relatively cheaper over the last ten years ~nd levels of
mobility within the society have increased substantially making both the access
to caves and the means of getting there easier to come by. Improved road systems
and surfaces have decreased travelling times to closer areas and encouraged
people to travel further to reach caving areas.
THE A.S.F'S COURSE OF ACTION
Unfortunately, we have probably progressed beyond the point of no return so far
as attempting to depress the growth in numbers and awareness of caving. Clearly
our aim must be to espouse the real advantages and benifits of joining the
established societies and participating in our form of organised speleology
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through public education. There is an inherent drawback with this policy and
that is that the members of the A.S.F. must practise what they preach. "If we
endorse it - we enforce it". In particular we should practise our own code of
ethics. This will require the A.S.F. societies to tighten up their standard of
practice and to develop a carefully planned and excuted policy of training,
guidance, exposure, and supervision of prospective members. Our aim should be
,to quality and not quantity. Recruitment should be directed towards the genuinely interested individual rather than encouraging once only thrill seekers. The
A.S.F. must continue to provide leadership for groups in formative stages and
encourage them to ]Oln. Hence we should strive for a steady but stronger A.S.F.
membership growth coupled with a much stronger society membership growth. An
early step should be a change in the A.S.F. capitation policy to include all fee
paying society members rather than just "full" members.
We believe that the A.S.F. must stop being exclusivist about membership and aim
at involving every genuine and reasonably responsible group of cavers. The
A.S.F. organisational arrangements must be capable of absorbing the growing and
projected membership whilst fostering improvements in communications and cooperation. From the above must rise a strong sense of unity and direction to
enable concise objectives and strategies to be formulated not only nationally
but on a State basis also (Hamilton-Smith, 1978; Bunton, 1978) •

•

,

CONCLUSION
The number of A.S.F. member societies is growing at about one every two years
and on average each society maintains about 33 "full" members. A.S.F. membership is not keeping pace with the growth of cavers in the' community either on a
society or national basis. The A.S.F. must alter its membership policies to
include the growing number of new societies under its wing, unless it wishes to
lose any claim to represent speleology in Australia which it may now have. The
A.S.F. needs also to improve its behavioural image with regard to its code of
ethics and safety. The A.S.F. should consider adoption of a membership number
for each individual in A.S.F. societies and should base its funding upon all
fee paying members of member societies rather than on "full" members.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTATIONS
U.S.A. DATA
The number of U.S.A. members follows the function
N = 10.99 0.0828t

e

where t is the number of years since 1900.
AUSTRALIAN DATA
Linear regressions computed on Log NvsT.
e

1969-78 Eeriod inclusive (least squares line of best fit).
N = 39.25 0.037t
Equation 1
e
with a correlation coefficient of +0.81.
Note: 1978 figures are inconclusive as not all members financial.

.

1969-77 Eeriod inclusive.
N = 13.7 0.0518t
e
with a correlation coefficient of +0.964 (very good) .

Equation 2

•oil
"M

Additional membership data from A.S.r.
A.S.F. Newsletter sampling:
1961, N = 455; 1963, N = 400; 1964, N = 450.
1961-77, all data.
N

= 47.55 e 0.035t

• • • . Equation 3

with a correlation coefficient of +0.93.
1961-78, most data.
N = 61.2

0.031t

. • . . Equation 4

e

with a correlation coefficient of +0.90.
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CHANGES IN EDUCATION:
SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR CAVE USAGE AND MANAGEMENT
JOHN R. DUNKLEyi,
Canberra Speleological Society
Abstraot
highHght some signifioant ohanges in the direotion and
This papee
paper will highlight
philosophh
ly the groz,)ih
Australia in reoent years~ notably
growth
philosophy of eduoation in Aw:Yte',:z
of reoreation~ environmental and outdoor eduoation and of field studies
in the sohool ourriculum. The growth in caving
oaving activity
aotivity and the demands
this is likely to plaoe on oave
cave and karst resources
resouroes will be examined.
polioy for A.S.P. and club
olub administrations will be raised
Possible matters of poHcy
for disoussion.
In other papers and discussioc
discussion this week we have learnt of the growth o·f
caving as a recreational
in Australia. Some quantitative
tcnlltitative data
da
donal activity
actish
has been presented and analysed
analysed, and hnedictions
predictions made which have great
impact on our own activities and policies as individuals, clubs and the
Federation.

•

What I would like to do now is to point out where some of this growth is
occurring, try to explain why, and then raise some policy issues for the
Federation, for individual clubs and for management authorities. I have
Federation
chosen ts
to concentrate on just one source of growth but the implications
and polish
~~d th some bsct~
policy issues raised are much the same. Let me start with
background.
Most of us here hClle
have probably been educated in a system, derived phil<:>~
philosophically from English grammar and comprehensive schools with an overlay
of American egalitarianism. You queued for a measured and pre-determined
allotment of English, Mathematics, Science, Geography or whatever, studied
the subjects for a prescribed period, passed the prescribed examinations,
and perhaps proceeded to college or university to follow the same procedure
for another
anothc:p three, four or five years. Competitive
Competi tiup sport was
G:Yas important,
import an
at
least for
fo2" the talented few, bUh
vorced frCjll
pcudemic curriculum.
but quite eli
divorced
from the academic
In this system, physical
hhysical education
educucicm was something you did on Wednesday afternoon, bushwalking or
Dr camping was something you dih
did with the Scouts and the
environment
d,uhb
environme<:>t was a trendy area which you and some like-minded friends dabbled
with in your spare time, if you had ever heard of it, of course. Rock
climbing, caving and trekking in Nepal were weekend or vacation pursuits for
the unsociable or eccentric.
The one thing which all these pursuits had in common was that they were
separate from "real"
"rDllI" education.
education
They were extra-curricular,, extra-murel
extra-mural.
DCts, each studied
So there was a limited
hbmbted range of academically oriented subjects,
with a single textbook,
t<:>Ktbook, each separate from
trom one another
anDchsu from the world
outside.
Well, things
things have changed. What I want to do now is to dracJ
draw your attention
Dcu~Dntion
to what the economists and financiers would call the growth stocks in the

*3 Stops Place, CHIFLEY, A.C.T.
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education industry. The two most significant changes, and they are closely
related, are the trend towards an integration of education, leisure and work,
and a boom in what could loosely be termed education for personal development.
The practical effects of these trends have been a large increase in the
variety of subjects offered in schools, a greatly increased range of materials
used in learning, more and more work being done outside school walls and
school time of a kind not traditionally regarded as school work, and a
greater involvement of people other than teachers in the education of students
At this stage, instead of continuing to ramble incoherently as educational
practitioners are liable to, I want to pause to paint a few vignettes.
I am sure you will forgive me if many of them are from Canberra. Not only
are these the ones with which I am most familiar, but for several reasons
Canberra's school system is now probably the most progressive, flexible
and innovative in Australia. Just how progressive, flexible and innovative
you might be able to gather from the fact that one school - a government
school in fact - offers, for credit, such delights as Body Massage and
Sexual Awareness 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 61
6%
1. Many schools, in Canberra at least, offer courses or activities related
to caving which carry credit for school certificates or even tertiarymatriculation. For example, St Edmunds College offers Caving I, implying there is
more to come. This course is registered with the A.C.T. Schools Authority
and appears on students' school certificates.
Phillip and Dickson Colleges have karst geomorphology as a half term unit
in their geography courses. Hawker College offers majors in Recreation and
in Wilderness Activities, including canoeing, cross-country skiing and outdoo~
survival. All these courses are justified in terms of their potential for
personal development, their effect on self-confidence, team cooperation and
so on. It is instructive to note that in a recent schools cartography competition, the prize-winning entry was a map of Dog Leg Cave at Wee Jasper.
2. All state education systems operate field centres which combine studies
of the environment, geography and science as well as recreational activities.
For example, near Yallingup in this state, Fracture Cave, Solution Cave and
Maxwell House Cave are used by school groups as part of a fieldwork programme.
The Queensland Department of Education's Outdoor Education Centre at Boonah
operates a highly successful wilderness experience programme which combines
environmental education, camping and adventure in a wilderness setting.
3. Case studies of environmental issues and management conflicts involving
cave and karst resources are creeping into the educational literature,
.
especially in geography, social studies and politics as well as environmental
studies. The Colong and Bungonia issues have been used not only as studies
of environmental conflict but as examples of the workings of pressure groups,
grass roots democracy and political decision-making, even of personal and
organisational ethics. One of the best documented examples, of course, is
that of Mt Etna and I know of at least two publications applying this issue
as a case study in th~ context of geography and environmental studies.
4. Schools are becoming more involved in issues of social controversy and
conflict, ethics and values. These know no subject discipline boundaries
and are learnt, not from text-books but from diverse sources including field
work and observation, guest speakers and case study materials. In this
context, I suggest there is great scope for 'an enterprising Queensland speleo
to develop a role play exercise based on Mt Etna, similar to one done
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commercially on Western Port Bay in Victoria.
any such venture.

I would be glad to assist in

5. School expeditions are replacing traditional organised tours as major
contributions to learning, and there is already an Australian Schools Expeditionary Society. Significant research and exploratory work has been carried
out by British senior school students on the caves of Ireland, Iceland and
north Norway. There is no reason to doubt that remote areas of Australia,
Niugini and South-east Asia could receive the attention of similar expeditions.
PROGNOSIS
1. Clearly we can expect a continuation of the trends I have outlined. There
is going to be a continued increase in usage of caves and karst regions, and
much of this increase will come from a younger age group.

I

2. I question whether this need necessarily result in degradation either of
the caves themselves or of the cave experience as a learning experience.
For one thing, demand can be channelled by wise management classification
into a relatively limited number of wild caves. For another, for most youngsters caving will be as ephemeral an interest as yo-yos, but the experience
is much more likely to enrich their lives and create positive attitudes to
conservation and sound management.
3. Remoteness or physical difficulty of access will not be a protection for
caves, indeed it may act as an attraction. There is obviously a huge latent
demand for adventure activities, wilderness experience and holidays in outlandish places, and caving has joined these. I doubt that I shall be the
last speleo featured in the A.S.F. NewsZetter 'contemplating the sink of the
Harpan River Cave in Nepal.' To illustrate, there are now glossy brochures
pushing commercial trekking expeditions to remote parts of Nepal, Kashmir,
the Yemen Arab Republic, even diving expeditions to the Red Sea off Port
Sudan. There are semi-commercially operated caving instruction courses in
several places here and overseas, for example, the Whernside Centre in Yorkshire. Roy Skinner has written of his wilderness tours of Exit Cave. Who
is to doubt the appeal of commercial tours to the Nullarbor Caves, or to
the karst country of Niugini and South-east Asia?
4. I have a feeling that some of this increased demand stems from a lack
of opportunity in younger days, and that to some extent the present boom
in caving therefore represents a telescoping effect of current demand with
deferred demand. If this is true, we may expect a slackening of the rate
of growth in five to ten years.
A number of institutional factors operates to make the trends described
likely to continue.

•
,

·•

Education in Australia is becoming increasingly decentralised, meaning that
the locus of decision-making about what students study and what is undertaken is decided by the school and not by a centralised bureaucracy. The
curriculum is much broader, encompassing disciplines and experiences never
previously considered part of the schools' responsibilities. It follows
that if the demand and opportunity for caving activities arises in a school,
there are few bureaucratic barriers to prevent it.
If as a group of speleologists we take our responsibilities seriously, we
should be seeking to inf~uence decision-makers in the educational sphere,
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as well as in management authorities, in areas of concern to us. These
decision-makers would include directors of outdoor education and field
studies centres, principals' associations and individual school principals
and/or
and/
or school
schGG] boards. Practical assistance
iahance could take the form
form of simplifiea
simpL
codes of safety, ethics
]hics and conservation (I believa
aGa
believe our present codes are
too detailGl
detailed for juniors),
urdors) , suggesting the
hle need for minimum standards
atandards of
leadershil
leadership training, experiencG
experience and maturity,, and providing occasional guest
speakers to schools. The publia
public relations
ions role ShG171d
should incorporate
lGaGGporate more case
study materials suitable for school use in geography, environmental studies,
politics and so on. Just a small example to illustrate. Earlier on I
mentioned a field study course at Yallingup. One of the instructions reads
'Do not remove material from caves.' This is fine. But it goes on to say
'We can arrange for specimens to go back to your schools from "dead" caves'!!
DISCUSSION
[Following presentation of the paper, Sdirited
spirited discussion took
huok place on the
following propositions which do not necessarily reflect Federation policy.]
1. Without neglecting scientific and .conservational
-conservational aims, we must examine
our policies and devote more of our energies and resources to the recreational, .
managerial and educational facets.

2. In turn,
turu without neglecting to influence
management
huence policy-makers in managemene
authoritiaa we must pay more attention to serving the educational
authorities,
Ghuoutional function,
funclien
both in the public c:elations
relations arena and in
:in schools. This could be looked on
as a policy
poliC:h of sound investment in the future.
huture.
3. We must encourage and support management initiatives towards classification
of caves.
4. We must press the case for a "representative" rather than an "outstanding"
approach to the determination of significance of cave and karst resources.
This case is strengthened by recognition of the value of caves for educational
experiences.
experience
In this connection
connection, several recent
re~ent padC:OC:
papers on conservation
c:c:ns ervat ion and
significance
management of caves have completely omitted
tted 'reference
reference to their significnnee
for educational
educaticm,rd experiences.
e~ci 'rriences.
5. We muse
must remove eny
any perceptione
perceptions of exclusivism
cKclusivism which others may have about
our memberehip
membership and our policies,
policiec:, by inGclving
inVOlving a mor'e
more representative range of
oh
cave users.
6. We must ask ourselves whether our policies on access to controlled areas
should be based on purpose of the speleological visit rather than on
organisational affiliation.
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